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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for

AH, jand

withFirmness in the RighL

jy-

Makch 31.

Bawled Out

Farm Loans

Petition for Road

There it a lot of protest being
voiced of late against the manner of driving automobiles by
parties who let the lure of 'the
steering wheel blind them to the
.rights of other people who walk
or drive horses. We are urged
to assuré these thoughtless or
careless ones that other people
are human beings just the same
as those who drive cars and have
rights which must be respected.
There is seldom a day that cars
are not e 3m on our streets driven
at speeds ranging upward 20
miles an hour and on' country
roads the limit of speed of the
car is the only limit recognized by
many drivers,
An instance occurred last week
when a speeding car with the
muffler open and siren shrieking
frightened a horse driven by
ladies. The horse reared and
broke a staft The drivers of the
car stopped in a hundred yards
or more and backed up to berate
the women for driving with weak
They admitted they
shafts.
stop
quicker because
couldn't
their breaks wouldn't hold.
Which was transgressor?
Another man declares that his
little girls are jeopardized on
their way to school with the safest horse that can be secured by
car drivers who screech their
horns aná make the most noise
possible to trighten a horse and
then for spitefulness when they
will not drive out of the road
they cut in under the horses nose
in passing in a plain attempt to
frighten or injure the animal.
This man has declared himself
aggrieved to the point where it
as necarry' for him to either
invoke for his children the protection of the law or else accompany them with a gun.
There is no reason in this condition. It ought to be stopped
before it results in tragedy.
Some otherwise sensible people
seem to lose all their sense when
they get into a car' and unless
they get ta be decent in their
treatment of others on the roads
it is going to force their victims
to retaliate and there will be little sympathy shown those suffering the consequences of reckless
driving.

The Roy Farm Loan Club will
meet Tuesday evening April 3rd.
at the Community Hall, Roy New
Mexico to perfect its organiza-- ,
tion.
All necessary blanks are now
in the hands of the organizer,
R. C. Grunig, along wite full detailed information on all matters
pretaining to it,
All farmers who want to be
long to this club are eligible.
There are no Restrictions as to
territory and you can belong to a
club ahy where you wish.
R. C. Grunig,
Roy, N. M.

A petition was circulated in
town last week and generally
signed asking that the road to
the new bridge across Red River
west of town be made subject of
some neeairy labor and expense to make it a fit road for
teams and autos that the bridge
may not be merely an expensive
joke.. There are several hundred
feet of cliff and precipice be- t
tween the top of the mesa and
the bridge. Crossing the river

W. G. Johnson
It is scarsely necessary to write
a story to go with the above
Everybody
face.
handsome
knows it at sight as belonging to
Roy's popular, versatile, and accomplished Postmaster,
of the Schools, Auctioneer,

Secretary of the District Fair,
I. O. O. F. Lodge Secretary and
the man who gets out ahead and
pulls for every public enterprise
in the town while the rest of us
only get behind and push.
Mr. Johnson came here nine
g
years ago and did the
stunt, meeting with his
share of hardships. He has a
fine farm now to show for his
Home-steadin-

trouble and has a fine home in
Roy and some income property
on the side as well.
' If you want to know the live
ones in Roy, put "Bill" Johnson
on your list permanently.
We have a complete list of the
laws and memorials passed by
the recent session of the New
Mexico General Assembly, Compliments of Hen. V.t A. Roy
who paces them with us that
they may be easy of access by all
the people of the community.
He also presents us with a copy
of the findings of committee
which planned tne new county
we didn't gc--t with assessable
property and o'her data all doped out and a ma;) showing this
and the two counties which did
get by, These are very useful
papers to have and we are taking good care of them. It would
be fine' to publish these things
but it is beyond our reach to do
it.

The Sunday School Rally in
Roy Tuesday attracted a large
crowd to the afternoon and evening lectures, The Basket dinner
was not so well attended nor the

A

surprise party on the cess-

ion of Miss Opal Scott's 16th
birthday took a crowd of young
people of the Roy Schools and
Victor Class of the Roy Sunday
School out. to the T. O. Scott
home Saturday evening.
About 40 guests participated in
the surprise and the games and
which followed it
feasting
and impressed the charming
young hostess with the importance of being "Sweet Sixteen"
Miss Scott is Secretary of the
Roy S. S.- a graduate of the Roy
-

Public Schools and a leader amongthe younger set in this
community.
-,

.

Ivey's

Be by

Born to Mr. and Mrs. F. E
Ivey, Thursday March 29th a
fine baby girl.
.

Rev. Raley is so well known

here that you all know he talked
to the point. He clearly defined
the difference between teachers

and depletion.
New Mexico, only a generation
ago was regarded elsewhere in
the union as a desert country.
Through forest conservation and
successful agriculture we are fast
emerging from that stigma
though we are still in the infancy

MA

God-give-

"Snow White"

and Bird Day.
I recommend that the citizens
of New Mexico cooperate with
the Forestry Department and the
Game Department in their conservation work; that the day be
observed by the planting of trees
shrubs, vines and flowers.
Done at the Executive Office
this the 15th day of March, A. D.
1917. Witness my hand and the
great seal of the State of New
Mexico.
Attested: ANTONIO LUCERO,
Secretary of State.
W. E. LINDSEY.
..Governor,
..

A Musical Drama

in four acts
At Assembly Hall, Roy School
FRIDAY EVENING,

MARCH 30th,

1917

.

Soprano
"Snow White"
Prince
JTenor
Mezzo Soprano
Queen
Carl, The Huntsmam, Basso

,

Miss Dan Jenkins
Mr. Frank Schultz
Mrs. Mary Waters
Mr. Clair Justice

Mrs. C. C. Taylor, Pianist

Hans

mpptir.ir will bp hold nt
Pleásant View, on the evening of
April 5th. to which all persons
interested in Rural Telephone
service are invited.
It is proposed to build two lines
out into this community to ac- commodate fifteen or twenty fam
ilies on each line and connect at
the Roy city limits with the Roy
Switch Board.
These will be strictly commun- ity lines owned by the patrons
and will be quite a step toward
modern farm life for a lot of good
people.

Little Chorus of Forest Children

s
and pedagogs, in all classes of
teaching and especially in the
Misses Clara Martin, Jeannette Lusk, Cora Hern,
Sunday School. His teaching is
Erma Russell, Fern De Pew, Lena Bauler,
the kind needed and it is to be
Thelma Cochrane, Tillie Branch.
hoped the officers and teachers
benefitted by it. Their discourse
was for teachers rather thani
children but the Basket Ball
Reserved Seats, 50c
ADMISSION
games were interesting to both
35c
Adults
old and young. The public
25c
Children
Schools were dismissed for the
Seats Reserved at Roy Postoffice.
day that teachers and pupils
might attend the rally. A special
feature of the evening was a Tenor Solo by Mr. Almeron Newman
the Photographer, who is a vocal
ist of unusual ability. A gener-- ;
Murl Johnson, son of PostmasMr. Polaskie, of Mills writes
ous contribution was taken up to
W. G. Johnson, of Roy was
to
ter
failed
storm
big
mset the expenses of the occasion us that the
guest of Misses Ruth and
the
fore
his
of
schedule
and the guest3 said many, kind arrive on the
Harper, daughters of
Juanita'
holds
still
he
and complimentary things of our cast last week but
Harper, Postmisof
Mrs.
Ethel
of
lot
to
a
that we are entitled
town, muta and people.
Sunday.
Mills,
May
tress
at
moisture between now and
The Baptist Ladies Aid Society 15.
will serve Ice Cream and Cake
We had hoped tie would deliver
and also exhibit and sell Fancy the goods but can excuse him on
EarlMcMinimy is holding down
Work, at the Albert Bachirach the grounds that "All signs fail a position in a store at Santa Rosa
Store, Roy, N. M. April 7th.
in dry weather", and hope this N. M. he left here last week for
All are invited to atronize this last guess will be a better one.
his new position.
Affair.

;

Semi-Choru-

.

They will be at Mills April 8th
with the excursion and will drive
the with autos to look
at the state lands that are to be
sold at Clayton April 25th.

A

Master Robert Hearn
Murl Johnson

Misses Jean Ogden, Josephine Scott, Marie Cochrane,
Ruth De Pew, Louise Kennedy, Leeda Schnell,
Golder RusMessrs. Reginald Gunn, Alfredo Pacheco,
Baker,
Downing,
et al.
Fred
sell, Thelmar

the buyers.

Rural Telephone

Miss Dorothy Gibbs
Miss Maude Kerns
Miss Genevieve Brown

Dwarf
Dwarf

.

Mrs. Rev. u. Y. Hearn has: Tim ctrv nf tko UnA
t,;a
been quite sick this week. The Mesa a3 to!d in the Great Divide
children had just recovered from jast week 3 especially attractive
illness when she became ill and to people here who know it is
the Rev. assures us that he is true, If it attracts as favorable
only waiting for her recovery becommentaraongprospective iand
fore claiming his turn at being, seeker3 itwiM take a train i?.
slck
steacTof a Pullman to bring in

CAST

Max

morning lecture

Seven public auctions of New
Mexico state land, six of which
are of considerable importance
from the standpoint of immediate and future developement, will
take place during the coming
month of April, the seven aac- tions including 162 sales of seper
ate tracts which range in area
from 40 to 38,000 acres, and in
minimum value at which the land
can be sold from $3. to $25 per
acre.
The State Land department
has felt justified in "giving wide
publicity to the sales in Union
and Quay counties and part of
the Curry county lands, because
these lands will stand developement on the agricultural basis.
The places and dates of the
several auctions, all of which
have been advertised with 'com
plete aiscnptions ot the various
tracts as the law requires, are as
follows;
At Santa Rosa, April 3. ten
sales,
At Tucumcari, April 4. eieh- teen sales.
At Socorro, April 14, 1 sale of
of 4035 acres of the $3. minimum
value.
At Clovis, April 17, seven sales
AtRoswell, April 19 twenty-fou- r
sales,
At Carlsbad, April 21, twelve,
sales.
At Clayton, April 25 will occur
the most important of all these
auctions. A total of 90 seperate
tracts will be sold: six of which
are of the minimum $10 value,
the remaining 84 being the $5.
minimum.
The tracts range
from 40 to 33,000 acres and include 2 of 11.000 acres.
Any additional information desired as to any of these sales
will be furnished promptly by
.the state land office.

for a

number of years established the
observance of an Arbor and Bird
Day. Each year the importance
of this subject is becoming more
apparent to every thinking man
and woman, because with the in- creasing population and material
progress intheUuited States the
tree life, as well as wild bird and
animal life, has suffered waste

is

01

Violet

One of the S3 lapses of memory
which are common to people who
are r wing old, caused us to for
get the birthday party given in
honor of Miss Etna Floersheim's
13th birthday St Patrick's Night
Sixteen girls and boy3 accompanied her in the celebration,
Mrs. Al S. Hanson and Mrs. Melville Floersheim. elder sisters of
the hostess, planned the party
and served dainty refreshments
and showed the children a fine
time assisted by Mrs. Willcox
who planned games for them.

Custom and laws have

State Land Sale

Home Talent

daffodil
S. S. Convention

Arbor Day

a mere circumstance to getting
to it from either side and the
cost of making the bridge useful
by building a road to it will be
Mrs. Chas. Weatherill is ill at about equal to the cost of the
of the enterprise.
'
the parental Pendleton home.
bridge.
The conservation of the forests
wild bird and animal life is the
duty of every citizen, and when
we uselessly dissipate and des- troy this great national resourse
n
heritage of
we loot a
future generations.
In order to promote the interest
of tree culture and the preserva tion of bird life in this state, I,
Given by the ROY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
W. E. Lindsey, Governor of the
Under the direction of
State of New Mexico, do hereby
MISS EUGENIA ROY
designate and proclaim.
Friday. April 6, 1917, as Arbor

Arbutus

In Society

Number lü

1917,

mtfm

A Joker

j

It

feated a fast team from Chateau
Hiil last Sunday by a score of
10-They are "raring" to get
at the Roy team next and getting
ready to clean the whole base
ball ball platter this season. '
This team has beén made up
from home talent, picked out by
players whp know the game and
trained for their places.
Another reason for their sue cess at ball is' that there are not
so many young ladies there to be
pntprtainpfl n? tVrP íty tr Pov
5.

Doors Open 7.30 Curtain, 8.00

.

'

We concede

that our boys are

appears that the 640

acre Homestead law is not going
to be of any real benefit to the
farmers of this mesa whose land
is already proved up or who can
prove up within six months.
The joker is that ig you have
land that you can prove up under
the 320 acre law then you cannot
represent it as fit only for grazing. If you have proved up you
have no chance at all to get more
land so it is left that the fellow
who has never been here has all
the opportunity for 640 acre lands
while homesteaders who made
the country habitable are barred
from getting theirs unless they
i
i
i
it
were so wortn"
naai ciaims wnicn
cou,d only
le33 that
raze
them.
lt looks like somconc had sPik"
ed this measure whcn 5t Pas3ed
congress and it should be erased
from the list of good laws passed
bv the administration.

The Mills Base Ball Team de

!

now

too

bright lights in society to have
E. F, Henry, of Raton, is the
jnrtfct who put the "Spatter"
finish on the concrete front cf
J. Floersheim and wife return- the Floersheim building last week
ed from Hot Springs, Saturday. rind it ha3 secured him the con- -'
Both are improved in health and tract of putting the came kind of
Jake insists matine tmns navejf.nisn on Dr piumlee's Hospital,,
taken away all his bad habits as pro
Russell's residence and
well as his rheumatism. We be- - rcViú other buildings in town,
lieve him unquestioningly.
time to play ball.

i

,

;

i

THE

FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

NEW MEXICO

donian front where French score considerable success.
Emperor William Is suffering from
a nervous collapse, it was stated in
private dispatches from Berlin.
A declaration of war by Germany
against America within the next few
days would not surprise British officials.
Germany Is preparing for another
peace move. This Is the gist of a
dlBpatch from The Hague, printed in
the London Times.
The Guatemalan government has
handed to the German minister a protest against the recent German note
on submarine warfare.
The new ministry of Alexandre Ri- bot made Its declaration in Paris,
pledging itself to carry on the war
with all possible energy.
A dispatch received at Copenhagen
from Haparanda, Sweden, says the
Russian Social Democratic party has
Usued a manifesto demanding peace.
The town council of Petrograd has
unanimously agreed to appoint a certain portion of women to several of
its committees, says a Central News
dispatch from Petrograd.
Charles A. Sulzer, Democrat, and
brother of former Gov. William Sul-p- r
of New York, was elected delegate to Congress from Alaska last
November by a majority of 19 votes.
A Reuter dispatch from Amsterdam
says: "It Is understood that the
Dutch government has Intimated that
it is not prepared to allow armed
American merchantmen in Dutch harbors."
The bread ration in Germany will
beginning
be diminished
April 16, owing to the scarcity of
wheat, according to a dispatch from
Berlin In the Weser Zeitung of Bre-

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
'CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE,
Western Newspaper Union News Berrlee,

ABOUT THE WAS
A German gunboat in the harbor of
Tiln Tau, China, was blown up and
onk.

Russians admit important German
uccess on the eastern front but claim
some captured positions were recaptured.
Villistas under the command of
Gen. Salaxar captured the town of
Madera, on the Mexican Northwestern railroad, according to arrivals at
Juarez.
South of the Olse the French continue to cross the Allette river, and
north of Solssons, Paris says, considerable progress has been made toward
Marglval.
North of Monastlr, after a violent
tight, Hill 1.248 remained In the
hands of the French. In a sixteen-hou- r
battle near Kerind, Petrograd
reports the Turks were forced to retreat to Kerind.
A British communication says that
for the week ending March IS, sixteen
British ships, each of a tonnage of
more than 1,600, were sunk and eight
Of a tonnage under 1,600 tons. Twenty- one fishing vessels also were sunk.
The French cruiser (battleship)
Danton was torpedoed In the Mediter-aneasea on March 19, it was announced officially by the admiralty at
Paris. Two hundred and ninety-simen were lost and 806 were saved by
the destroyer Massue and patrol
boats.
British report progress southeast of
Arras, and the French, Paris says,
have moved forward between one and
a quarter and two and a half miles
In the St. Quentln region. French
troops also have made gains In the
heights overlooking the Olse valley,
northeast of Tergnler.
Paris reports the total amount of
French territory liberated from the
German invaders by the Somme often'
ive up to March 21st is 853 square
miles situated in the four departments
Olse, Alsne and
of
Somme. It Includes 366 towns and vll
lages, the homes of 181,936 French
men. The Germaas are still in posses
slon of 7,126 square miles of France.

men.

Wulmi

The death of John Ward, 70, of
Evanston, Wyo., removes another of
the "fighting sheriffs" who became
famous during the early days when
Wyoming was Infested with outlaws.
No fewer than 2,000 Germans have
left St Louis since the United States
aevered diplomatic relations with the
Kaiser's government, according to
estimates secured from German
American sources.
An oil painting of Kaiser Wilhelm
Talued at $100, was slashed in the
demonstration refirst
ported to the police in St. Louis.
Fanatics wrecked the rooms of a German singing society.
Warren A. Walte, 60 years old,
father of. Arthur Warren Walte, under sentence of death in New York
for the murder of John E. Peck by
poisoning, died at his home in Grand
Rapids, Mich. He had been ill ten
days of pneumonia.
New Albany, Ind., was struck by a
hurricane driving ahead at the rate
miles an hour Friday
of fifty-twafternoon, and besides killing more
than fifty persons and injuring hus
dreds of others, wrought damage to
residence and business property estimated at $2,000,000.
n

o

WASHINGTON
President Wilson and all government officials are concentrating on
the grim business of preparing the
nation for war.
The chief railroads of the east petitioned the Interstate Commerce
Commission to amend its rules to permit a general increase in all freight
rates.
Thirty thousand cases of smallpox
rage in Germany and the disease is
spreading, according to the speech of
a Socialist member of the Reichstag.
Herr Hoffman, received by the State
Department.
First steps by the new Russian government toward the emancipation of
Jews in Russia was reported by Ambassador Francis, who said all educational restrictions as to both schools
and colleges had been removed.
United States Senator K. D. McKellar of Tennessee, in an interview,
predicted the United States will call
for a million volunteers almost immediately.
The government bond issue of
to meet the naval expenditure will not be Issued before summer, Secretary of the Treasury

'

-'

$150,-000,00- 0

o

announced.
Diplomatic Washington was convinced that the American recognition
of the new Russian government will

prospects

NOR

FORWARSESSIOti

Urges Annual Tret and Shrub Plant
Ing and the Preservation of

Newspaper Union News Barrio.
COMINO EVENTS.

SETS APRIL 2 AS DAY
WHEN HE WILL ASK DECLARATION AGAINST GERMANY.

PRESIDENT

Bird Life In New Mexico.

July 5 Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
association at Las Vegas
Western Newspaper I'aloa Nswa rWrvtc.
July
20 Cltliena' Military
Training Camn at Las Vceu.
Santa Fé. Governor Undaey has
Sept.
Seventh Annual Northern designated Friday. April 6. as Arbor
New Mexico Fair at Raton.
and Bird Day in the folio Ing proclaA new state bank ia to open at mation:
Carlsbad.
"Custom and law hare for a num
"Dress-Upweek at Demlng begins ber of years established the observMarch 31st
ance ot an arbor and bird day. Each
Two new banks at Lordsburg hav9 year the importance ot this subject la
becoming more apparent to every
filed articles of Incorporation.
The Granite Peak Copper Company thinking man and woman, because
has been incorporated with a capital with the increasing population and
material progress in the United
of $250,000.
States the tree life, as well as wild
Bids for the new Clovlg school build
ing were considerably above the $50,-00- bird and animal life, has suffered
waste and depletion.
bond issue.
"New Mexico only a generation ago
The contract for the erection of
was regarded elsewhere in the Union
the new high school at Santa Fé has
as a desert country. Through forest,
been let for $36,000.
conservation and successful agriculThe seventh annual Northern New ture we are fast emerging from that
on
Mexico fair will be held in Raton
stigma though we are still in the in
Sept. 25, 26, 27, 28 this year.
fancy of the enterprise.
The November Mining Company ia
"The conservation ot the forests,
r
hauling
ore to the loading wild bird and animal life ia the duty
station at Steins for shipment.
of every citizen, and when we useless'
It is understood that another big ly dissipate and destroy this great nacorporation is in process of formation tional resource we loot a
In the Burro Mountain mining district. heritage of future generations.
Workmen have begun the repairs
'In order to promote the Interest
on the Tansill dam, which was mater-tall- y of tree culture and the preservation
damaged by floids almost a year of bird life in this state, I, W. E. Lind
.r
ago.
sey, governor of the state of New
T. J. Guilfoil of Albuquerque has Mexico, do hereby designate and pro
been appointed secretary ot the Fed- claim Friday, April 6, 1917, as Arbor
eral Farm Loan Bank located at Wich and Bird Day
ita, Kan.
"I recommend that the citizens of
with the forA flock ot goats numbering about New Mexico
Torres, estry Department and the Game De680, belonging to Manuel
burned to death near the Hutchison partment in their conservation work;
that the day be observed by the
saw mill In Baca cafion.
planting of trees, shrubs, vines and
Company,
The Burros Development
along the
office at Silver City, filed articles of flowers about the homes,
incorporation in Santa Fé, its capital highways, streets, upon the grounds
and other public
of school houses
(stock being $600,000.
buildings. I urge all schools, churches,
passed
law
The Australian ballot
clubs, civic and patriotic societies to
by the last Legislature was signed by
observe the day by exercises and ef
Governor Lindsey. It will become ef forts tending to teach the youth the
fective In ninety days.
practical and artistic value of tree
Rev. A. M. Baker, lately of Silver and
Children
bird . conservation.
City and now of Las Cruces, has un- should be taught that birds are of
dertaken the erection of a new Pres- commercial value in destroying inbyterian church at Las Cruces.
sects that prey upon crops; also that
Judge Colin Neblett of the United the homeliest birds are creatures of
States Court has appointed J. B. Mc- - beauty and their songs have through
Ghee of Roswell as his offical court all ages delighted the hearts ot hu
stenographer and private secretary.
man beings. Children should be
The home of George H. Webster, Jr., taught that the useless sacrifice of a
on the Urracca, in western Colfax magnificent tree, that a quarter of a
county, was destroyed by. fire while century cannot replace, is a wrong
doing. The absence of trees generalMr. and Mrs. Webster were In Raton.
of birds; the
The Elephant Butte reservolx is to ly shows an absence
of the two
protection
and
cultivation
and
perch,
black bass
be stocked with
hand.
in
go
hand
croppies, according to the recently ap"W. E. LINDSEY.
pointed game warden, Theodore Rou-aul-t.
Granddaughter of Senator Dies.
Federal Judge Colin Neblett at San
Santa Fé. Marv Hartwell Catron,
ta Fé fined Leandro Leon $300 and granddaughter of United States Sen
costs for shipping sixty cases of whis- ator Themas B. Catron, and daughter
ky not labeled from El Paso to New of Lieutenant and Mrs. Thomas Cat
Mexico.
United States
ron bf the Twenty-thirinfantrv. died at El Paso, the funeral
Irving Glbbs Stephenson, the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Ste taking place in Santa Fé, after private
phenson, was burned to death at Por- services had been held at El Faso.
tales, in a fire that destroyed the Ste- The body was placed in the Catron
mausoleum in Fairvlew cemetery.
phenson barn.
The citizens' training camp for the
Hold Man for Mall Misuse.
instruction of civilians in military
Fé. Deputy United States
Santa
matters will be held in Las Vegas, Marshal Alfredo Delgado of Santa Fé
on the National Guard range, July 21
has arrested R. E. Tusha at Elida,
to August 20.
Roosevelt county, on the charge of
The governor appointed Reed Hollo- - mailing obscene matter, the complaint
man, C. W. Botts of Albuquerque, and being sworn to by C. L. Collins before
J. M. Hervey of Roswell as the com United States Commissioner James A.
mission on uniform legislation, under Hall.
House Bill 449.
Columbus Courier Plant Burned.
W. M. Duke of Ralnbridge, Ga., has
Columbus. The printing plant of
ranch from R.
leased a
L. Hicks of Tucumcari and has also the Columbus Courier and a number of
bought 150 head of Hereford stock cat- adjoining business buildings of frame
tle, paying $8,000 for the stock.
, were destroyed by fire.
God-give-

I

'

6--

BY COVER- LINDSEY.

6 DESIGNATED

lead-silve-

The annual society baseball game
between the men and the women's
team of the "Four Hundred" will be
staged soon at Palm Beach, Fla.
Pink Hawley, last year captain of
the Memphis Southern Association
Club, has been signed to manage the
Sioux City Western league team.
Kojl Yamada, billiard champion of
Japan, defeated Ora Morningstar, 300
to 227, in the first of their series of
exhibition 18.2 balkllne games at Den
ver.
national
Molla BJurstedt,
Miss
woman's single champion, defeated R
F. Scovel of London on the Coronado
Country Club courts at San Diego,
Cal.,

CONGRESS CALLED

0

SPORTING NEWS

WESTERN

BIRD

DAY

AND

d

6--

Edward ("Eddie") Miller, reputed to
have been the oldest professional base
ball player In the United States, died
at Ogden. Utah. Miller was a mem
ber of the Boston and Brooklyn baseball teams before the National League
was organized.

GENERAL
Alexander Graham Bell, Inventor of
the telephone, was awarded in New
York the civic forum gold medal for
distinguished public service.
Governor Holcombe at Hartford,
Conn., amplified hla statement that
men hostile to this country were en
gaged in military drill nightly.
In a mighty fervor of patriotism,
great throng at Madison Square Gar
den in New York called upon Con
gress to proclaim a state of war be
tween Germany and the United States,
The first woman to enlist in the
United States Navy, Miss Loretta
Walsh, 20, Is on the Job in a red
white and blue uniform. Her tie is
red, her waist white and her skirt
blue. She is assistant recruiting offi
cer in Philadelphia.
announcement that
A
In the event of war the college year
at Harvard University probably would
be terminated within a short time and
the university plant turned into a mili
tary training camp, was made at Cam
bridge, Mass.
The unprecedented prosperity at
tending the operations of the United
States Steel corporation for 1916 are
set forth in the annual report. Total
exceeded
earnings of $342,997.092
those of 1915 by $202,747,026; net in
come of $294,026,565 showed an increase of $196,068,602 and surplus net
Income for the year aggregated $201,835,585, as compared with $44,260,674
In the previous year.
David Overton, under sentence of
dpath for the murder of Probate
Judge W. T. Lawter of Huntsville
Madison county, Ala., and J. L. Lathem, convicted of forgery, were shot
to death by a posse of ten deputy
sheriffs and fifty Birmingham Col
Ipee students at Owehton, a suburb
of Birmingham.
years old, was
A P. Brown. 29
killed and eight persons were injured,
two, it was believed, seriously, when
a gas explosión wrecked tnree build
ings in the residence section of Kan
sas City, Mo.
semi-offici-

-

three-sectio-

n

The land offices have been notified
that Secretary of the Interior Lane
has designated an additional 461,800
acres in New Mexico as subject to entry under the
homestead act,
The fifth big fire within ten days
in New Mexico is reported from An
thony, in Dona Ana county, where the
horse barn and tool shed of the Doury
Farm Company burned to the ground
In the opinion of "dry" 'enthusiasts,
Senate Bill 188, which passed the Sen
ate and House and which has been
signed by Governor Lindsey, will
make six New Mexico counties abso
lutely "dry."
Demlng will have a tomato cannery,
This was definitely decided upon
when a stock subscription list was
opened and more than $5,000 of th4
stock of the company subscribed by
the business men.
J. E. Winfrey has been placed un
der $2,000 bond to appear before the
federal grand jury at Santa Fé next
month. He Is charged with violation
slave act on a
of the Mann
trip from Chloride, Ariz., to Albuquerque.
A. B. Smith, alias Dasley, was con
victed at Las Cruces of murder in the
first degree. Smith was one of sev
eral prisoners who escaped from the
Luna county jail more than a year
ago and afterwards engaged in a gun
fight with Sheriff Dwight B. Stephens
and a posse. Sheriff Stephens was
320-acr- e

anti-whit- e

$3,-02-

sociation, expressed confidence that
Congress would provide for investigation of meat prices at Its next session.
-

Governor Vetoes Two Billa.
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sure, easy to take. No
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Cures colds in 24 hours-C- rip
days. Money back if it fall. Get
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the genuine box with Red
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Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

WMttrn Newipaper Union News Service.

of Sorte
That's Why You're Tired-O- ut
Have No Appetite.
Washington, March 22. President
Wilson's decision to call Congress CARTER'S LITTLE.
earlier than the date first fixed for I IVCD Dll I C
1
Carter's!
the extra session, April 16, was an- will put you right
President's
Wednesday.
nounced
The
M I VER
mind finally was made up as the result of Tuesday's cabinet meeting, at
which practically a unanimous opinion was expressed that while prepara- Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
tions to put the nation in a full state SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
ot armed neutrality were going forGenuine must bear Signature
ward, Congress, which alone has the
power, should be sum-

Y

g

moned.
The President deliberated on tho

question until lata Tuesday night and
early Wednesday made his decision.
He chose April 2 because he thought
It would be impossible for all members of Congress to reach Washington earlier.
,
The sentiment ''in Congress is understood to be overwhelmingly in favor ot a declaration that as a result
of Germany's acts against the United
States a state of war already exists.
The foremost overt act which
brought the President to his decision
was the torpedoing without warning
of the American merchantman Vigilancia with the loss of fifteen lives,

BONES

We pay cash for clean, dry bone.
Write today for price and particular.

P.O. Box 1107, Denver. Colo.
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some of them Americans.

When the President addresses ConI STONESoPifoN.
gress he Is expected to go into the
arJadS I
I
un tíall-or" - si:"V No
details of the situation very fully, par "Wl
MB,
Ml
ActaM In Btnmaeh. Bui, Side or Shoulder.: Liver
ticularly as to how It affects the fu- Troubles,
Stomach Misery, Dyipepsla, Collfl, Ou,
ueeaaene.uoniupauon, rue.,iurrn,
ture of the United States. While it Hiiionmeu,
Theee
Nerrouineas, Blaei, Jaundioe, Appendicitis.
Is not known how much money Presi- are oommon Gal lltone ly mptomi-- O A NeaB B OUB H L.
bend tor Home treatment. .Muí imi
ItoaMk. Ball trMkto. art i.pM4J!U. a ftWi
dent Wilson may suggest to Congress
lltl. Portera K.Clllan
as necessary to meet the situation, .BU. Bmh C, BK
leaders in the Senate have held the
Watson E.CoIeman.Wuh-Ingtun.C. Book. tree. Lt shPATENTS ell reí. react.
view that not less than $500,000,000
Bell re. alte.
should be granted at once In case war
i
Is declared.
It is not probable that "BOUGHonRm'-MMflegislation giving such a sum would
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
meet with any opposition.
A volunteer army of 500,000 is
The Reason.
planned as a nucleus of what eventu"The young officer you Introduced
ally would be an army of 3,000,000 to me appeared to be blue."
and would be assembled in training
"Nnturnlly. He is a sub marine."

AAI

17.

camps.

.

,

The President's proclamation calling an extra session of Congress April
2

follows:

"Whereas, Public Interests require
that the Congress of the United States
should be convened in extra session
at 12 o'clock, noon, on the 2d day of
April, 1917, to receive a communication concerning grave matters of national policy which should be taken
immediately under consideration;
"Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wilson, President of the United States
of America, do hereby proclaim and
declare that an extraordinary occasion requires the Congress ot the
United States to convene in extra session at the capítol in the city of Washington on the 2d day ot April, 1917, at
12 o'clock, noon, at which all persons
who shall at that time be entitled to
act as members thereof are hereby required to take notice.
"Given under my hand and seal of
the United States of America, the 21st
day of March, in the year of our Lord,
one thousand, nine hundred and seven
teen, and of the independence of the
United States the one hundred and
forty-first.-

"

Apportions State School Funds.
Gen. Murgula Wants Men Paid.
of
Superintendent
Fé.
El Paso, Tex. An American arSchools J. H. Wagner apportioned riving from Chihuahua City Tuesday
$82,931.10 to the public schools ot the brought
a report that Gen. Francisco
state, being at the rate of 70 cents per Murgula, commander in chief of the
person In the school census. Each de facto troops in the north, had sent
county was allotted the following a message to Gen. Carranza request
sum: Bernalillo, $7,614.60; Chaves, ing money with which to pay his
$4,492.60; Colfax, $3,785.60; Curry, $2,troops and munitions with which to
129.40;
Dona Ana, $4.015,20;
Eddy, conduct his campaign against Villa,
threatening to resign unless the re$2,841.30; Grant, $4,803.60; Guadalupe,
quest was met at once. The report
$3,029.60; Lincoln, $1,960; Luna,
McKinley, was in general circulation in Chihua
Mora, $3,272.50;
$1,298.50; Otero, $1,992.90; Quay,
hua City, the American said, but
Rio Arriba, $4,165; Roosevelt, could not be confirmed.
$1,376.20;
$2,116.80; Sandoval,
San
Juan, $1,387.40; San Miguel, $5,936.60;
Michigan Guard Ordered Recruited,
Santa Fé, $5,166.70; Sierra, $947.80;
Detroit, Mich. Michigan's National
Socorro, $3,517.80;
Taos, $3,077.90; Guard will be raised Immediately from
Torrance, $2,146.20; Union, $4,063.50; approximately 5,000 men to 12,000
Valencia, $2,548.70.
men, according to orders sent from
Washington to Col. John S. Bersey,
Inquire Into Meat Price Advance.
adjutant general ot Michigan.
Albuquerque, N. M. H. A. Jastro of
Bakersfield, Calif., speaking before
Move Clucks Ahead for Summer.
the New Mexico Wool Growers' AsRome. A decree has been promul

Santa

Don't fool with
a cold. Cure it

The old family

"

The British, French and Italian ambassadors at Petrograd conveyed to
the minister of foreign affairs an official recognition by their governments of the Russian provisional government.
Gen. Carranza issued a decree at
Mexico City instructing provisional
governors of the states to call elections for state offices, including governors, at such time as is most advantageous, but providing that they
must be held In each case so that
those elected can take office prior to
July 1.
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A Reuter dispatch from PetrograC
sayi the Finnish diet will reassemble
on April 4.
Important action reported on Mace

IN PARAGRAPHS

materially strengthen
for permanence.
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'Tape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
Time it! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for lti
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the sureBt, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach
right Don't keep on being miserable
life is too short you are not here
long, so make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy it, without dread of rebellion n
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin felong in. your
home anyway. Should one of the fam
ily eat something which doesn't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to
the quickest relief known. Adr,
fifty-cen-

Diplomacy.
Your cook told mine
that your husband Is getting a very
small snlary.
Mrs. Wyse We just tell her that to
keep her from demanding a large one.
Mrs. Green

USE ALLEN'S

FOOT-EAS-

E

The antiseptic powder to be abaken Into (hoe
It relieves
and sprinkled Into the foot-batpainful, swollen, smarting feet and takes the
greatest
The
sting out of corns and bunions.
comforter erer discovered for all
Bold everywhere, 25c. Trial package FRKB.
Address, Allen S. Olmsted, ht Bot, N. V. AdT.

Trying Her Hand.
Patience She spent two months at
the seashore last summer, and not a
man asked for her hand.
Patrice Rather disappointing?
gated directing all Italian clocks to
"Yes ; but she's going to try her hand
be advanced one hour from April 1 In Florida this winter."
to Sept. 30.
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.

Financial Manager for Cody Fund.
Pierce' Pleasant Pellets. They regulate
Denver. At a meeting of the ex liver, bowel and stomach. Adv.
ecutlve committee of the William F,
Rather the skylark than the earthAssociation, SecreCody Memorial
tary A. U. Mayfield was employed as worm.
financial manager for the campaign
to raise funds for the memorial shaft
to be erected in Buffalo Bill's memory
- iiiJK! Murine Is for Tired Eyes. I
killed.
Eyes Sore Eyes
5
i5 M0VI9S Red
committee
The
Lookout
Mount
on
The final figures for the wool proGranulated Byelldi. Beets f
request
the
at
determined,
5 Befresbes Restores. Murine U a Farurite 5
also
has
Swallowed
Cause
Pins
Death.
Girl's
year
New
by
Mexico
are
duction last
1 Treatment for Byes that feel dry and smart, s
Byes at roach of your lovlnii care a
Albuquerque, N. M. Miss Cleotllde of the G. A. R. to change the date
:s GlTeyonr
given as 18,240,000 pounds as against
as your Teeth and with the same regularity. had
which
ceremonies,
burial
the
for
Gallegos,
years
20
old, died at Los
T0U CANNOT BUT NEW ETESI
2 CUE FOI THEM.
18,620,000 pounds the year before, ac
day. It Is
at Drag and Optical Store or by Mall
: SoldMiitlH
cording to the monthly crop reporter Candelarias, near here, as the result been set for Decoration
Eye Inudf Co, Chicas, lor Fm look i
Itk
probable that the following Sunday
of having swallowed several pins.
siuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiuin
of the Department ot Agriculture.
will be selected.

i

Santa Fé. Governor Lindsey has
killed two bills, Senate Bill 87, prohibiting change ot venule in criminal
cases on application of the state; and
Senate Bill 269, to permit counties
cities, towns and villages to increase
the limit on bonded indebtedness
from 1 to 4 per cent.

THE

ter would be greatly facilitated, It It
pointed out by the experts, if the consecutive numbers of the different
churnlugs of a creamery were stamped
on the containers.
Butter In Cold Storage.
Creameries Can Improve CondiApproximately
of the buttions by Standardizing.
ter received In the larger markets 11
placed In cold storage, the bulletin
states, and Is held for an average peof six months. The cost of storSO'ÍE COMMON FAULTS FOUND riod
ing butter approximates
ol
a cent per pound per month. In the
market distribution of creamery butHighly Important In Marketing Brand- ter there Is at present a tendency toed Product That 8anitary and Atward the more general use of consumd
ers' packages, usually of the
tractive Package Be Used

QUALITY

OF BUTTER
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Maintain

size.

Excellence.

(From the United States Department of
Agriculture.)
The standardization of butter packages and the production of a more uniform quality of product are two requirements of butter markets to which
creameries need to give consideration
if they wish to improve conditions for
the marketing of their butter, say specialists of the office of markets and rural organization of the United States
department of agriculture In Department Bulletin 456, recently Issued. On
the Pacific coast a "cube," varying In
capacity from 63 to 80 pounds of butter, is used. The creameries of the
middle West usually use the

It Is pointed out by the specialist!
that the establishment of brands It
essential for effective advertising.
Salesmanship Is also a vital factor Id
successful market distribution. It If
highly important in marketing a
branded product that a sanitary and
attractive package be used and that a
certain standard ' of quality in the
product be maintained.
NEW VARIETIES OF POTATOES
Originate From Seed Found In Bolls
Produced on Vines Plant In Hothouse or Cold Frame.

New varieties of potatoes are originated from seed which Is found In
the bolls produced on the vines. The
seed which Is light and fine Should be
saved In the same manner as the seed
from tomatoes.
Cut open the bolls and squeeze out
the seeds Into a small vessel with as
little pulp as possible. Add warm
water and allow the mess to ferment
for two days so that the little seeds
will wash clear from the pulp. After
being washed the seeds should be
dried, In which condition they will
keep through the winter. Anyone who
tries to carry the seed boll through
the winter will likely lose all the
seeds.
Along In March prepare some fine,
rich light soil that will hold moisture.
Rotten cow manure several years old
Is better than common soil. The seed
may be planted In a hothouse,
e
or in a box in the kitchen window. It should be covered very slightly with soil and must be kept moist
by frequent watering or by covering
with a piece of cloth until the seeds
begin to break ground.
The plants come up quickly end
should be transplanted and handled
like tomatoes.
They will frequently
Washing the Churn.
produce tubers the first year that will
weigh a pound. Each seed will proash tub, while in New England spruce
duce a distinct variety. Promising
tubs varying In capacity from 10 to 60 new varieties must be grown
for sevpounds are used. On the Pacific coast
eral years and tested In the fields
a long, flat1 carton is used as a con- alongside of
standard sorts for at
sumer's package, while In New Eng- least two years
before their true
land a flat, rather broad enrton Is used. value
can be determined.

HUSSEIN, KING OF THE HEJAZ

THE U.8. NAVY.

Out of the maelstrom of the great
war a queer new kingdom has arisen.
A portion of the ancient kingdom
of Arabia has asserted its Independence of the Turks. A descendant of
the prophet Mohammed has mounted
the throne of his ancestors. He aspires to revive the former glories of
Islam, the
empire that
was founded at Mecca and Medina and
at the summit of Its greatness had Its
capital at Bagdad, where the Caliph
d
ruled and where
many of "The Arabian Nights" romances were staged.
The new ruler Is Hussein Ben All,
until recently known as Grand Shereef
of Mecca. He has taken the title of
king of the Hejaz because he Is In
possession of the sacred cities of Mecca and Medina, which originally formed
the nucleus of the great Mohammedan
empire. Hussein Ben All has received
at least temporary recognition from
the United States, which has ascertained that there is no other effective
authority In his territory. He has received full recognition from the governments of England, France, Italy, Russia and Japan.
w King Hussein Ben All Is the chief living descendant of the prophet Mohammed through his favorite daughter Fatlma. Consequently he possesses
higher claims than the sultan of Turkey, In the opinion of many Mohammedans, to be caliph of Bagdad, which was the chief temporal position of
ancient Islam.

ARMY IS REORGANIZED

Ilarun-al-Raschi-

JsSL

INSPECTOR GENERAL OF ARMY
Brig. Gen. John L. Chamberlain,
recently promoted, has assumed the
Gar-lingto-

if

u

Jjr

1

i'

24-ho-
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better grades.
in Shipping.
In the shipment of butter to market, according to the bulletin, creameries situated close together may
often effect economies in transportain obtaining spetion by
cial scheduled "pickup" refrigerator-ca- r
service and by assembling local
shipments luto carload lots which may
be shipped at lower freight costs.
Many country creameries, It was
found, consigned their.butter to wholesale butter receivers who often function as jobbers, while the tendency
among the larger creameries and, to
some extent, umonfi smaller ones, is
to distribute directly to the retailer.
T!t grading and handling of bulk but- -

ACID

PHOSPHATE

IS USEFUL

Ohio Station Recommends Its Use to
Barnyard Manure to
Maintain Fertility.
Since phosphorus is carried off the
farm in relatively lorge amounts In
grain crops, in the bones of animals,
and In milk, sol' specialists of the Ohio
station recommend the use of acid
barnyard
phosphate rock to
manure, if the fertility of the soil is
to be maintained. Acid phosphate is
more generally recommended, because
under average conditions It is more effective and more economical than the
'
raw rock.

EN A8 REASON FOR

IS GIVSUM-

MONS TO RECRUITS.

rellgio-polltlc-

-'

corn.
One of the most Important uses of
this Implement Is to break up the surface soli a few days In advance of the
plow, so that capillary attraction of
moisture will be readily established
with the subsoil.
It effectually seals the surface of the
unplowed land so that It will keep
moist for a longer period of time, and
Printing the Butter.
consequently plow easier In case a
can be moved only at low prices, and drought comes on so as to seriously
often sells at 6 to 8 cents below the Interfere with the work of plowing.

EMERGENCY"

"NATIONAL

Nwippr Union Nw Strvlc.
Washington, March 27. With the
expected declaration by Congress of
a state of war with Germany, President Wilson issued bis first public
military orders for the defense of the
nation. He called Into the federal ser
Ice eleven regiments, three companies
and two battalions of the National
Guard In eastern seaboard states,
comprising approximately 12,000 men,
for local policing purposes.
He reorganized the army departof
ments and In a general shake-useaboard commands transferred Gen.
Leonard Wood, recognized as one of
the ablest officers and tacticians in
the army, from New York to Charleston, S. C. He Increased the enlisted
strength of the navy to the legal maximum of 87,000 men and instructed
Secretary of the Navy Daniels to Invoke emergency measures to recruit
the 27,000 men the navy now lacks of
war strength.
In taking this last step the President recognized officially for the first
time the imminence of war. He acted
under the provision of the navy law
that "the President is hereby authorized, whenever in his Judgment a sufficient national emergency exists, to
Increase
the authorized enlisted
strength of the navy to 87,000 men."
A general shakeup in the command
of the country's outposts is contained
in the first military order. Gen. J.
Franklin Bell goes from San Francisco to New York; Gen. Hunter Liggett
from the Philippines to San Francisco; Gen. Clarence G. Edwards from
the Panama Canal Zone to Boston, and
Gen. Edward H. Plummer from
Ariz., to the Panama Canal
Zone. Gen. Barry will remain In
command of the Central Department,
which includes Colorado, with headquarters In Chicago.
The Southern Department will embrace the states of Louisiana (except
the coast defenses of New Orleans),
Texas (except the coast defenses of
Galveston), Arkansas, Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Arizona. Headquarters a,t
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
In designating state troops to be
called out. It is apparent that the War
Department has carefully surveyed
the field of private enterprises which
might be assailed in event of domestic disturbances. The number of
troops from each state summoned to
duty bears a direct relation to the
shipyards, munitions plants or other
Industries in that state which may
need military protection. Congress
will be aBked, it is understood, to expedite espionage legislation in connection with this phase of the situaWeittrn

p

tion.
Abdication of Emperor Is Forecast.
Paris. The abdication of the German emperor Is forecast by the former German magistrate who wrote
the celebrated book "J'Accuse," In
an Interview published In Oeuvre.
Indiana Cyclone Kills Thirty-SeveNew Albany, Ind. Six additional
deaths reported Saturday made a topersons who lost
tal of thirty-sevetheir lives because of the storm here.
n

Kills Three Babies; Ends Own Life.
Boulder. Determined to die, yet unable to bear the thought of separation from the four of her six children
whom she loved the most, Mrs. Will-laA. Nelson, 35 years old, living on
a ranch two and a half miles east
of here, hanged two of them with rags
around their necks from the hooks in
a clothes closet, tried to strangle her
baby by knotting a cloth
around Its throat, shot her oldest
daughter in the back and then turned
the revolver on herself, sending the

bullet through her heart.

NEW DIRECTOR OF THE MINT
Ray Baker, the newly appointed
director of the mint, gained thorough
knowledge of (metallurgy In the Nevada gold fields, where he was born.
The son of a former chief counsel of
the Union Pacific railroad, Ray, us
he is known to everyone in Washington as well as In Russia, where he
served an private secretary to a former ambassador at Petrograd, began
his career as a prospector. Behind a
train of five burros he went Into Death
valley and established a claim, which
probably will one day put him In the
millionaire class.
His mine Is so far from civilization
that he must await the development of
the country before expecting to reap
his harvest. A more conveniently located mine, however, supplies' young
Baker he Is in the thirties with
enough cash to support a
automobile
and an assortment of
clothes that are the envy of well- Baker was one of the active young Wilson boosters
dressru Washlngtonlans.
who aided hi turning Republican California into the Wilson column last
November.
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Colorado Assembly Adjourns.
session
Denver. After a thirty-hou- r
Assembly adjourned
the Twenty-firs- t
prohibition
sine die. The
bill was agreed upon and passed; the
governor's appointees were confirmed,
the smelters probe measure approved,
the wage bill slashed, and $120,000 allowed for purchase of lots adjacent
to Capitol. The old civil service bill
was permitted to stand. At the close
81 of 587 House bills Introduced had
been passed, and 76 of 434 Senate
bills.
two-qua-

ALLIES WIN LA FERE FORT8.

Terrific Battle, Which May Be Turn-- .
Ing Point of War, Begun,
Paris reports capture of two forts
at La Fere and the puncturing of the
"Hindenburg line." Desperate fighting between French and Germans reported on the Somme and
Aisne rivers.
French make more
progress toward St. Quentln. Berlin
admit3 further retirement but claims
serious damace has been Inflicted on
the enemy.
d
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FOR 27,000 MEN TO JOIN

cold-fram-
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ALSO ISSUES APPEAL

PRESIDENT

duties of Inspector general of the
n,
army, vice Brig. Gen. Ernest A.
retired for age. The new head
of Inspector general's department Is
from New York and was educated at
the Geneseo State Normal school of
New York and the United States Military academy, from which Institution
he was graduated In the class of 1880.
He served In the artillery corps for
19 years, and In November, 1900, was
appointed a major In the Inspector
general's department.
During the
YJí&&!
Spanish war he was chief ordnance officer of volunteers. From 1884 to 1888
he was Instructor at the United States
Military academy, and In 1890 he was
graduated from the Artillery school.
He took part In the campaign against
the Sloux Indians In 1890 and 1891.
Subsequently he served as chief ordIn the middle West a standard carton
nance officer of the department of Mis
inches Is used.
2Í4 by 2M by 5
FIRM GROUND FOR PLANTING souri, as instructor of military science and tactics at the Peeksklll Military
Increase of Undergrade.
academy, as military attache of the (Jnlted States embassy at Vienna, AusAt certain seasons the market speIn Loose Sol! Cannot Draw Suftria, with the United States siege train and the Seventh army corps In the
Plants
cialists found on the markets nn incampaign against the Moros in the Philippines, as Inspector general of the
ficient Moisture to Make Them
creasing quantity of Inferior quality of
Pacific division, and as Inspector general of the Eastern department at New
Well.
Thrlvs
"under-grades."
butter which Is known as
York.
This inferior quality, if deGround for planting, whether seeds,
veloped, Is often due to the use of
plants or trees, should be fairly firm.
cream of poor quality and, to some Too
often the garden Is plowed up late
extent, to faulty methods of manufac- and the seeds planted In
CENSOR OF NAVY NEWS
the
ture. The more common faults ob- without giving It any firming, loose soil
and
then
served in the quality of this butter
the seeds are blamed because they do
were soft, leaky, open body ; too much not germinate.
In the navy department at WashPlants set In such
or not enough salt ; too high or too ground
ington, Lieut. Charles Belknap is
are often supposed to be poorlight color; metallic flavors; high acid, ly
holding down the censor's desk, holdrooted or have low vitality, when In
unclean, and old cream flavors; streaks
reality neither seeds nor plants can
ing it down with 190 pounds of brawn
and mottles; mold on butter; also
draw sufficient moisture from the
and muscle, some of which, by the
moldy and dirty packages. Butter posloose ground to mnke them grow. A
way, he is likely to lose If the exsessing such faults, although not al- garden roller Is as necessary as plow
cenpected happens and the
a
ways classed os "undergrudes," Is If
the plow is used late.
sorship Is put In operation.
ofteu discriminated against by the
If the ground Is plowed early enough
The new navy censor will be able
critical buyer. During those seasons so It can settle well before being
to take care of himself In any scrap
when the market receipts are heavy planted and
then lightly cultivated on
with the press his censorship may
and the market Is weak such butter the surface to keep
the weeds down
bring forth. He was on the navy
and form a dust mulch until it Is plantfootball team for three years and was
ed, both seeds and plants will start
captain of the team in 1912, his last
much better and grow faster. Deep
year. Then he rowed In the navy crew.
fall plowing, with the surface left
Ten of the fourteen years since he
rough, and then light culture before
left Annapolis, Lieutenant Belknap has
planting in the spring, is the Ideal
spent at sea. He served successively
method, provided you do not want to
on the Kenrsurge, Hopkins, MacDon-ouggive It two or three plowing during
Laurence, Maryland, and New
the winter, with light applications of
Hampshire, and then in 1909 he had
manure.
his first shore detail, two years at the
torpedo station nt Newport. He was
back to sea again In 1911, first to the
USES FOR THE DISK HARROW
h J
Gunntanamo naval station, and then to the command of the destroyer Ammen
One of Most Valuable Farm Imple, under Cnpt. W. S. Sims ns flotilla commander.
' In 1915 Lieutenant Belknap was detached to enter the War college at
ments Indispensable In Preparing
Newport, graduating with the class of 1910, and later coining to Washington
Sod for Potatoes.
duty in the office of Admiral Benson, chief of naval operations.
Like most big men of the husky, athletic type, Lieutenant Belknap Is as
disk harrow is one of the most
The
V
valued Implements on the farm. It is docile as a lamb. Some of the newspaper men, popping bespectacled heads
almost indispensable in the prepara- into the censor's den for the first time, took In his height and breadth
but they all were Immediately disarmed by a genial smile.
tion of sod ground for potatoes or

J

ra
r

one-four- th

one-poun-

CROSS,

Syrup of Figs."
Children love this "fruit laxative,"
and nothing else cleanses the tender
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result It
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one becomes
feverish, don't eat,
cross, half-sicsleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
system full of cold, has sore throat,
stomach-ach- e
Listen,
or diarrhea.
Mother I See If tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the system, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrup of Figs" becouse it Is perfectly
harmless; children love It, and It never falls to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
bottle
Ask at the store for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
50-ce-

Not Fussy.

"There's one thing I'll say for them,
they're not a nervous family."
"How do you know?"
"Every picture on their walls Is
tilted off straight, and they didn't seem
to mind it a bit."
SWAMP-ROO-

SAVES

T

SUFFERERS

KIDNEY

You
know

naturally

feel

when

ecure

you

the
great kidney, liver and bladder remedy,
in absolutely pure and containa no harmful or habit producing drugs.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence, prescribed by Dr. Kilmer
many yean airo, is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .

that Dr. Kilmer's

Swamp-Root- ,

Swamp-Roo- t
is scientifically compounded
from vegetable herbs. It is not a stimu-lant and is taken in teaspoonful doses. It
is not recommended for everything. According to verified testimony it is nature's
great helper in relieving and overcoming

kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
If you suffer, don't delay another day.
Go to your nearest druggist now and get
a bottle. All drug stores sell it in two
sizes fifty cents and one dollar.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer 4 Co., Hinghamton. N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
Harmonious

Stage
what I
trumpet
Actor
trumpet

Help.

Manager Now don't forget
told

you about

speaking

In

tones.
How can I forget those
tones the way they have been

drummed Into me?

w

üHüüHnuü
SLUGGISH

IS

sick headache, sour stomach,
biliousness or constipation
by morning.

No

Get a

10-ce-

box now.

Turn the rascals out

the headache,

indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
and keep them out with
out
biliousness,

Cascarets.

Millions of men and women tnke a
Cnscaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.

Don't put In another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour fermenting food ;
tnke the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constlpnted
waste matter and poison In the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
straightens you
A Cascaret
out by morning. They work while
box from
A
yon sleep.
any drug store means a clear head,
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Children love Cascarets because they;
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
10-ce-

He

Too Presumptive.
Does your mother

object to

kissing?

She Now, Just because I allow you
to kiss me, you needn't think you can
kiss the whole family.

CUTICURA HEALS ECZEMA
And Rashes That Itch and Burn Trial
Free to Anyone Anywhere.

In the treatment of skin and scalp
troubles bathe freely with Cutlcura
Soap and hot water, dry and apply
Cutlcura Ointment. If there Is a natural tendency to rashes, pimples, etc.,
prevent their recurrence by making
Cutlcura your dally toilet preparation.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

Of Course.
"How Is a, floating debt paid?"
"It is liquidated, I suppose."

The man who Is too busy to flgurt
out whether lie Is losing generally Is.

THE

PnPSAI.E

The

Ao

Pniroroníi voiinc
Also pair two
horses.
year olds, gelding and filly.
J. N. Nutter,
Roy, N. M.

jj

SpanísH-Airertcanj--

RcuinntiD

losití. Itll.

IRVIN OGDEN, SP
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Entered as

second-clas-

s

postoflice In Roy, New

Ordinance No. 13
An ordinance repealing ordinance No. 9 of the Nillage of Roy.
Be it Ordained by the Board of
Rrustees of the Village of Roy.

is practical to do so.
NOTICb FOR PUBLICATION

Spanish-America-

n

ach, improve the digestion-an- d
cause
a gentle movement of the bowels.
Obtainable everywhere.

Approved:
FRANK A. ROY, Mayor.
FLOErtoHEIM,
Clerk.

J.

Ordinance No. 14

An Ordinance Imposing a License on Retail Liquor Dealers.
Be it ordained by the Board of
Trustees of the Village of Roy;

That all retail liquor
dealers within the corporate
limits of the Village of Roy, shall
pay an annual license of Three
Hundred & No 100 Dollars, payable quarterly in advance.
Section! That the term "retail liquor dealers" shall include
any person, firm or corporation,
who shall sell, barter or give
malt, vinous or spirituous in
toxicating liquors, in quantities
less than one gallon except beer,
which shall be in quantities less
than three gallons.
Section 3. That anyone violating any of the provisions hereof
shall for each offence be punished by a fine of not less than
twenty dollars, nor more than
forty dollars, and costs, or by
imprisonment for a period of not
less than ten days, nor more than
twenty days, or by both such
1.

ay

fine and imprisonment.
Section 4. That aliy person, or
any member of any firm, or the
officers, directors or agents of
any corporation, who shall sell,
barter or give away any of the
liquors mentioned in section two

E. WILDMAN

Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance
Office

at Residence
ROY, N.

Our growth under adverse
season and conditions
proves satisfactory

March 23, 1917 marked the
closing of two successful terms
of school at Liberty, taught by
Prof, Caldwell and Brand School
taught by Mrs. Caldwell.
The two Schools together with
Pleasant View School taught by
Mr. Bowman, and a large number of patrons spent the day at
Brand.
The morning was taken up in
what the teachers were pleased
to call a, School Fair. Each
School brought exhibits of their
years work, consisting of drawings, penmanship and language
work. There was more than 300

drawings on exhibit.
It was a remarkable display of
art for rural School Children.
A basket dinner was served at
noon by the ladies.
In the afternoon a fine pro
program was rendered, consist
ing of songs, recitations and
readings. Much of the program
The prophecy
was original.
written by Grant Wortman age
Y years and the good Dye song
compossed by Irene Nowlin age
11 years are worthy of special
mention.
After the program Prof. Caldwell made an interesting talk on
the advantages and disadvantages of the rural Schools.

hereof without first having obtained the license herein provided shall be deemed quilty of a
violation of this ordinance, and
each day that he or they shall so
sell, barter or give away any of
said liquors shall constitute a
serarate offence and be punishable as provided in Section Three Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell have
hereof.
taught, good sehools and the paSection 5. Duly licensed phar- trons are well pleased with the
macists and other persons whose progress their children have
principal business is to sell drugs made, each grade has covered
and medicines, shall not be deem- the allotted territory and did
ed to be within the provisions of their work thoroughly.
the proceeding sections selling
any such liquors for purposes
Easter Cards, Cardies and
purely medicinal, scientific, me- specialties.
chanical or sacramental.
Fairview Pharmacy.
Approved
publishand ordered

n
ed in the
26th day of March 1917.
Spanish-America-

this
,

Approved:
FRANK A. ROY, Mayor.

v

School Election

Join our list of

ilm

R. C. Gkunig, President
Miss Lir.UAN Grinfji, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Hoy, N. M every Sunday even-

at

SEi-SW-

satisfied depositors

Y. P. S. C. E,

Interior II. S. Land

Clavton New Mexico
Mar, 16 l'.U7
Notice is hereby given that Bror
0.car Asparen of Mosquero N M who
on Auyut !, 1913 mude II E No0l-'2
fur NEi-NE- ü
NW1: See. 26
Sea 2i Twp 19N Rug 2SK N M
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tu' niik'i tinul" Three Year
Proof, to citiiblUli claim to the land
above described before K 11 Foster
U. S. Commissioner at his Office at Hoy
New Mexico on May 3 ÜU7.
Claimant names as witnesses :
M:ii k Woods
Rft y DrickiU
Thomas Hamilton
Ralph !Ia;:eii
Office

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors, i

i:

SJ-S-

NOW

1

Deposits $140 000.00
Total Resourses $160,000.

Maquero New Mexico.
Pa. Yalverd'f

All of

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK1

LOCAL

Methodist Episcopal Church
N

SERVICKS OX ROY CIRCUIT
4st

ÍÜÜ PUBLICATION

& :;1

Sundín

s

at

I.

7.30

M

o

NEW MEX.

ROY,

CATHOLIC
Muss once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Vr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,.

Reifistec

4 21

1

NOTICE

Department of the Inferior U. S. Land
Olllcc at Clayton New Mexico,

BAPTIST

Mar. lt, I'll",
oeeond bunday in eacn moiun.
NOTICE Is hereby given that
Services 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
NOTICE TO CITIZENS
Ralph IMIazen of Mosquero New Mex
who on June, M. 1912 made II E 014749
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract for
S 12 T 19 N It 2SE
CHRISTIAN
NWi
Public Land Sale
M.
N
1. Meridian has tiled notice of
Department of the Interior.
proof
intention to m.ike three-yea- r
tJ S Land Office at Clayton, N M
Services 2d Sunday of each
to establish claim to the land above
l!)17
Jan 25
"C" Jan. 8, 117.
described, before t". H. Foster, TJ. S. month at 11 a. m. , 8,00 PM.
Notice ia hereby given that a direct Commissioner at Rovf N. M., on the
4th Sunday of eachj month at
ed by the Commissioner of the General 2nd day of May 1917.
Land office, under provisions of Sec
11.00
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Claimant names as witnesses:
2455, R S pursuant to the application of
Communion service at the mornMark Woods
Oscar Aspgren
D Clinton Traister of De Haven N M
Thomas Hamilton
Ray Driskill
ing service.
Serial No 022026 we will offer at public
All of. Mosquero
sale to the highest bidder but at not
SOLANO
PAZ VALVERDE
10

andV

ROY

I will be in Mills Saturday
March 31st. with Headquarters
at Hotel Lebert. There I will be
prepared to da all classes of commercial photography and modern
High Grade Home portraits upon
appointment.
Almeron Newman

less than $1,75 per acre at
o'clock
on the 15th day of May 1017 next
at this office the following tract of
Sec 14 Twp 21N Rng 29
land; NwJ-S-

Photographer.

4

Services 1st Sunday each month

Register

1

A M

at

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

11 a. m.

PLEASANT VIEW

Paul F. Westphal, of Mills call E N M P M
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
First Sunday each Month at 3,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
paper
will
his
sale
open
The
not
be
but
kept
have
Tuesday
to
ed
p.m.
Mar 14. 1917
changed from Haskell, Tex. back will be declared closed when those preNotice is hereby given that
MILLS
hour
sent
named
ceased
the
at
have
to Mills again as he will farm his bidding The person making the high MadelenaTrujillo of ttoy N M who on 3rd Sunday at 11.00
8PM..
claim this summer.
est bid will be required to immediately Nov, 29, 1913 made H E No 0172S7 for
0. W. Hearn Pastor.
Sec. j
SEi NWJ:Nvvi-SW- J
pay to the Receiver the
there
a.'-m-

atiount

of
Earnest Leatherman has had a Any persons claiming adversely the
serious case of Measeis the past
land are advised to file
week and has been isolated from their (laims, or objections on or before
the rest of the populace. He is the time designated for sale
PAZ VALVEU3E
Reg ster
recovering.
above-describ-

8

Wallace Chadderdon, conceded
the handsomest man in Mills the
past five years', orders his
sent to Acra, New York in fu-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

ture.

Department of the Interior
U S Land Office

at

ys

S--

"C" Jan 9, 1917 . Jan 25. 1917
Notice is hereby given that as direct
ed by the commissioner of the Genet al
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455, R S pursuant to the application
of Daniel C Traister of De Haven N M
Serial No, 022308 We will offer at pnb-li- e
sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than $1, 75 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 15th day of May 1917, next
at this office, the following tract of
S U T 21 N R 29E N
land; NwJ-N-

rain.

pay to the Receiver the amount there
of.
Any persons claiming adversely the
Jess Davenport is having bills
land are advised to
printed advertising the big Bel- file their claims or objections, on or
gian Stallion owned by a company before the time designated for sale.
Register
Paz Valverde
of farmers in this vicinity. We
above-describ-

have ordered a special cut of this
horse and several others to replace the fine line of stock cuts
destroyed by the fire last year
and are better prepared than
ever before to print bills for Stal
lions and Jacks. We solicit your
bill work.. We have made a
pecialty of this class of advertising for many years in this and
other states and know how to
suit you.

Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office
Clayton, New Mexico
March

12, 1917.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico has applied to select un
der the provisions of the acta of Juue
21, 1898 and June 20, 1910 and acts supplementary and amendatory thereto
Serithe following public lands,
al 024704, List 7851.
to-w- it

NEJ-N-

Section

12,

N, M.

All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Township 19 N

contestee.

You are hereby notified that Dan Foley, Jr. who gives Mills, N' M. as his
postoflice address, did, on March 0th,
1117, file in this oflice his

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Clayton N M

Dr. Edwards writes the
from Omaha complaining
because it has not
at the
He
reported more moisture.
wanted to come and plant a crop
this season and is impatient,
We insist that we have reported snow at Taos, mud in Kentucky and blizzards in Iowa in MPM
order to meet the demands of The sale will not be kept open, but
will
declared closed when those prefastidious readers and have even sent be
at the hour named have ceased
published Polaskie's predictions bidd:ng, The person making the highbut - darn it - we can't make it est bid will be required to immediately
Aber-nath-

Township.
18N.
Range 27E Nl
P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to estabNOTICE OP CONTEST
lish claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his Department of the Interior, United
olllce in Roy N. M. on Apr. 39 1917.
SUtes Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
'
Claimant names as witnesses:
C6315
March 19, 1917
Donald Upton
Hirin Upton
To Charlry Edward Dunning, of Mills
P J Laumbach Antonio Masquranez
18

M.

ISOLATED TRACT
Public Land Sale

S--

.

Wj-Nw- J;

4--

Mr. De Pew has been working Range 29 E, N M P M
To the qualified electers of the
Attest:
on a well at his claim the past Protests or contests against any or
Mexico,
Roy,
village
New
and
of
MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM.
Official Seal)
the territory adjacent included two weeks.. He tried drilling a all of such selections may be filed in
Clerk.
new well but the sand and water this office during the period of publica
for the school purposes.
tion or at any time thereafter before
Ordinance No. 15
I hereby proclaim that there was so strong he could not confinal approval and certification,
An Ordinance repealing Sec will be held on the third day of trol it. He has cleaned out his
Paz Valverde register
tion 3 of Ordinance No. 6 of the April 1917 an election for five old well and walled it in at the
Village of Roy.
members of the Board of Educa- bottom, arched it over and filled
Dipping Stock
tion of the village of Roy. Three it in so that it will never again
Be it Ordained by The Board
fixing.
need
of whom shall be elected for
of Trustees of the Village of Roy
All persons wishing to have
terms of four years each and two
Fred Fluhman was in town their cattle dipped should report
That Section 3 of Ordinance for two years each.
No. ( is hereby repealed.
The voting place will be the Saturday in his Buick. It is only to either of the undersigned as
school house Roy, New Mexico a 40 minute drive now for him to Rfion as possible. We have a
Approved and ordered publish
good modern dipping plant and
All qualified electors may vote come to town.
n
ed in the
this at this election the woman poss- will be ready to dip stock as soon
26th day of March 1917
essing the legal qualifications of
as the weather is favorable for
$2.00 Reward
Approved;
an elector may also vote at said
it.
STRAYED;- - from my farm
R. W. BOULWAKE
FRANK A. ROY, Mayor.
election.
Attest:
HICKEL
red
sow,
weight
150
pounds.
HARVE
School
ROY
Board
Pres.
A.
F.
MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM,
N. M.
Roy,
ANDREW
M.
Roy,
N.
KEMPA"
Mayor
of
and
Clerk.
(Official Seal)
Spanish-America-

Hirtmontof

Do

service.

M

School Fair

it

when

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner
Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

Section 1. That ordinance No.
9 of the Village of Roy and all
Full Blood Rhode Island Red
other ordinances or parts of or- Chickens, Hens $1.25 Roosters
dinances in conflict with this or- $3.00.
dinance are hereby repealed ex 5T5 Floersheim Mercantile Co.
cept that this repeal shall not affect any violation of said ordinSIGN OF GOOE DIGESTION.
ance at any time prior to the reWhen you see a cheerful and happy
peal thereof.
old lady you may Know that hhu has
Kood digestion.
If your digestion i
Approved and ordered published impaired or if you do not relish ycur
this meals take a done of Chamberlain's
in the
Tablets. Thry strengthen the stomth. day of Mardhl917,

Section

SAFE

C. A. Strawn,
Roy, N. Mex.

Ordinances

MELVILLE
(Official Seal)

N

to buy harrow,
WANTED.
cornplanter, surface cultivator
matter at the
windmill, cheap harness and
Mexico.
disc.

Village

Attest:

Mrs. Emma Romero's little
Church Directory
daughter, Anna has been serious
ly ill of Typhoid and her life is
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
despaired of. Mrs. Romero has Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
closed her restaurant for the pre- at Christian Churcn.
Your
sent in order to be;ter care for presence is necessary.
the child, and will open again
Rev. G. B.Hall, Supt i

$1.50 Fw Year

Sikicriptioa

'

8PANISH-AHEIMCA-

Deportment of the Interior I'.S. Land duly corroborated application to conOffice at Clayton New Míxío
test and secure the cancellation of
your Homestead Entry No.
Mar 14, 1917
,
021G73, made Feb. 10, 1916, for W&-SNotice is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Cordova of Roy, New Mexico
Sec. 6, Twp, 2IN, Rng 25E, N.MP.
who on January, 2.1, 1914 madeil ENo Meridian and as grounds for his con:
J
J
017433 for
Section 35 test he alleges that said Charley EdTownship 19N Range 2tiE
ward Dunning has not established
N M P Meridian, has filed notice vf in
upon, cultiveted or improved
tention to make Three Year Proof, to said land in anv manner whatever.
establish claim to the land above de- - That he has been ubunt from said
scribed, before F. H. Foster IT. ?
land from date of filing to and includ- Comr. at Roy, N. M. on the 30th da y ing the present date
of Apr. 1917
You are, therefore, further notified
hat the sai- - allegations will be taken.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Epfanlo Flores bv this office 83 having been confess- Siloma Naranjo
11 be
Benito Ai gueilo Vidal C. Martinez ed bv vou- - and vour said entrv
cancelled thereunder without your fur- All of Roy New Mexico.
ther right t0 be hcard thereinf either
bcfore
this offi or on appeal, if you
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register
fail to file in this office within twenty
days after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as shown below, your anNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
Department of the Interior U.S. Land contest, or if you fail within that time
1 to file in this office due proof that you
Oil! :e at Clayton, New Mexico.
jhave served a copy of your answer
Mar 14.1917
Notice is hereby given that on the 8aid contestant either in
If this
M. Livintrstnn
f Snlnnn son or by registered mail.
made by th dfl.ivery of a
N M who on Feb. 7, and Add'l May 27
"
1914 made H E Nob 017484 and 017926 ...... ...
.
7 " u
VI OUkf! SCM ICC
fvioun,
for Nwl and Swi Section 21, Town- must be either JlWUi
the said contestant's
N M P
ship 19N Itange 28E
written acknowledgment of his reMeridian, has filed notice of Intention ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
tomake three Year Proof, to establish its receipt, or the affidavit of the perclaim tothe land above described, be- son by whom the delivery was made
fore F. II. Foster U. S. c'omr. at stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
Roy, Mora Co. new Mexico on the 30 proof
of such service must consist of
i
day of Apr 1917
the affidavit of the person by whom
Claimant names as v.'itnesses:
the copy was mailed stating when and
Tom Hamilton
H E Dean
tne Ttnsrnmoa
fi
,v .......
w uihink.i ;i
j
nns luuutru,
Carlisle Rradley
A S Troup
and this affidavit must be accomnnnied
All of Solano New Mexico
jby the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
You should state in your answer tbe
name of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to vou.
NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.
EJ-SE-

res-iden- ce

j

--

H!,18

;'

';I "l,

1

March

14,

4

J.

21

;

....

-".

Register.

Hi 15

Notice is hereby given that
Francisco Belasquez of Albert, New
Mexico who en Aug 16 1915 made H E
Sec 25 and
No 020687 for NE1-NESwi-SE- i
S 24 T 20N R 28K
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,,
befor F H Foster U S' Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on the 31st day of Apr, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Pat Ledoux
Felix Sandoval
Moyses Belasquez Hipólito Ribera
All of Albert New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
SEi-SW-

1

PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,

$100,000.00 to Loan
at 9 percent
We have the above amount of
money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent-lperc- ent
commission- no inspection fees.
Inspector will be here in about
30 days. File applications now.

J. L.

HAYES Real Estate Co.

Offiice with F. H. Foster, U.S.
Commissoner," ROY, NrM.
.
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THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
C. L. Wensell took us for a
ride in the country Monday. He Department of the Interior U. S. Land
says it is difficult to get anyone
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 1, 1917.
to ride with him of late but .we
are neither proud nor timid. A Notice is hereby given that Emory S
drive of 40 miles around the mesa Judy of Roy New Mexico who on Oct.
4th. 1912,
HE No. 014(!(i6 for
gave us opportunity to meet SEJ and madeof Section
10 Twp. 19N
SWJ
many friends at their homes and Rng. 2SE. N. M P Meridian has filed

in fins condition all over. .Stock
too j3 looking fine and it is calculated to make a booster of you to
just see how fine conditions are
in the country.
Mrs. Chas, Weatherill and little
daughter, Helen Corine, of Mills

are guests at the R. A. Pendleton home this week.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
-- Dentist

(

u:;:v2issal car

he

K

NOTICE

oyuarag e
4Ti

Mar. 3, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Robert A Price of Hoy, N. M who on
June 5. 1913 made IIÜ No. 016044 for
Sec, 12
NWJ: and NJ-STwp 20N liante 2."E. N MP Mendiim has
filed notice of intention to wake "three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.'

Cars Housed and Cared for

how to Prevent croup.

WJ-NF.- J:

At Reasonable Rates.

When the child is subject to attacks
of croup, see to it that he.jeata a light
evening menl, as an o vet loaded stomach muy briny on an attack, also watch
for the first symptom
hoarseness,
and give Chamberlain's Cough Reme-- y
as soon as the child becomes hoarse

Exp
Machante
it W
TfUIlV GASOLINE ST A.

CX1I

F. S. BrOWIl, Proprietor

ROY,

I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

New Mex.

i

g

NOTICE

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

fcw

NJ-S-

SJ-N-

WW

MHHMmi

EJ-S-

"

A. C. Smith,
Charle P. Field

J. R. Guinn,
Pierce Field

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Tho Roy

Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry Stone of Roy
J. M, Finch
W. S. Arnold
J, W. Arnold
of Solano N, M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Drug Store

Pure Drugs', Chemicals and
Medicines

Patent

Perodicals and Stationery
'

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

New Mexi:o.

PAZ VALVERDE

Ej-N-

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

EJ-N-

0

SJ-ft-

EJ

Remember

Roy Barber Shop

0

S. H. Jenkins,

r

WJ-NW-

0

.

Roy Telephone Co.
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE

E

at Springer.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermedíate points.
ServiceEfficient
Roy City Exchange,
nected.
,

Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Department of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
March 14 1917
NOTICE is hereby given that
JaniesR Guinn of David N. M. who on
Mar 24 llilO made II E No Wm for
Wj-S-

paz valvkkih:,
Register

'

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION.

Sl-NE- J,

NJ-N-

post-offic-

Wl-NW-

NEJ-NE- J:

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Mex
Mar, 3, 1917

Notice is hereby given that Charley
D. Cheney of Mills, New Mexico Who
on Nov. 25 1912 and June 23, 1913 made
H E Nos 015224 and OltKWS for SWJ; S
S 17 T 21N R25ENMP.
8 and
J

SEJ-Nw-

J

andNj-NW- J

Sec 30 Twp 18N, Hange26E NMP
Meridian and as grounds for his contest he alleges that Entryman has not
built a house on said land nor improved it in any wayeand has never established residence thereon nor in Dy
manner complied with the law under
which he is seeking title, that these de
fects exist and have existed from the
date of his filing down to and including the present time

0

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office

at

Clayton, New Méx.,

and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
have served a copy of your answer
on the said contestant either in person or by registered mail. If this
service is made by the delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date ef
its receipt, or the affidavit of the person by whom the delivery was niaile
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when aid
the postoffice to which it was mailed.
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the
letter.

Mar 14, 1917.
Notice is horeby given that
Albert A Hurford of Mills N M who
June 23 1913 and June 1914 made H E
and
No 015811 and 017940 for NEJ-Nw- J
Swj-NE- J
and
and Ni-NLots
J
Tom J. Taylok, Jr., Absrtdctoj
Section 31
V. Sthono. County Treasurer
Twp. 22 N, Rng. 25 E, N M P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to estabMora, New Mexico
lish claim to the land above described
efore F.H. Foster U. S. Commisioner
Completeflndex to All Lands andJTown Property in
at his office in Roy, New Mexico, on
Mora County.
on Apr. 31, 1917
being,
Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are
Claimant names as witnesses:
straightened out and we are also prepared
Cl D Cheney
A DHurfoid
You should state in your answer the
Lands.
5to furnish Abstracts on these
C. w. Dniels
R E Anderson
name of the Dostoffice to which i?nii
A') of Miils, N.M.
desire future notices to be sént to you.
WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
VALVERDE,
PAZ
7
j...
All Msttert entrusted to u dixiwtabed with PromvtneM ind Aceurer
4 21
Register
Your Buttneu Bfipectfully Solicited
PAZ VALVEEDE, Register,
1

C.

J:

Merinian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estabYou are, therefore, further notified
lish claim to the land above described that the said allegations will be taken
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy by this office as having been confessed by yo, and your said entry will be
N M on the 17th day of Apr. 191"
cancelled thereunder without your furClaimant names as witnesses:
ther right to be heard therein, either
A D Hurford
R E Anderson
before this office or on appeal, if you
Cheney
G C Till
Ed
fail to file in this office within twenty
All of Mills N M
days after the FOURTH publication of
' PAZ VALVERDE,
this notice, as shown below, your an7
swer, under oath, specifically meeting

Prompt Attention

ROY, N. M.

FOR PUBLICATION

0

3--

Office and Exchange,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

J:

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

NEW MEXICO

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Oflice, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
1911
Feb. 8,
"C" Feb. 1, 1917.
Mar 14, 1917
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
given
NOTICE
hereby
is
that Olmedo
by the Commissioner of the General
Manchego of Albert, New Mexico who
Land ollice, under provisions of See.
on Feb 5 1914 made II E No 01748.) lor
21.")5, R. S. pursuant to the application
NJ-SNwl-SE- j,
J
Section 10
of
Mosquero
R
New
llazen
of Ralph
19N
31E
M
N
Township
Range
I'Meiid
Mexico Serial No. 021040, we will offer
tiled notice of intention tt
has
ian
bidder,
highest
at public sale, to the
make final three
v
but at not less than $3,50 per acre, at
Year Proof, to establish claim to tho
10 o'clock A. M., on the 23rd day of
land above described before
May 1917 next, at this office, the followwHWillcox, U. S. Commissioner at
NWJ-NEJ
larul;
ing
tract of
office in Roy.New Mexico, oa
Sec. 12, T, 19N. R. 28E.N. M. P. M, Apr. 30 1!'I7
The sale will not le kept open, but
Claimant names as witnesses:
will be declared closed when those preTeófilo Salazar
MclitonLabato
sent at the hour named have ceased of David N M
highmaking
the
bidding. The person
Crua Sanchez
Alvino Jaramillo
est bid will be required to immediately of Eueyeros N M
pay to the Receiver the ammount
Paz Valverde,
thereof.
Resristr
Any persons claiming adversely the
WHEN
CHAMBERLAIN'S
TO
TAKE
to
flhnve- - Described land are advised
TABLETS.
file theii claims. or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale.
When you feel dull and stupid after
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
eating.
7
When constipated or bilious.
When you have a sick headache.
When you have a sour stomach.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
When yot belch after eating.
Department of the Interior
When you have indigestion.
U. S. Land Offlie at Clayton, N. M.
When nervous or despondent.
Mar. 3 1917
When yon have no relish lor your
Notice is hereby given that Margameals,
rita T. Naranjo heir and for the heirs
When yo.r liver is torpid.
of Juana C De Trujillo deceased of
Obtainable everywhere.
1913
n.ade
21
Nov.
Roy NM Whocn
SE1- NOTICE OF CONTEST
HE No 016977 for the
Sec 12 T 1SN R26E Department of the Interior, Uniitd
NWJ,
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
and Lot 7 See 6 and Iots 1 and pec i
Twp 1SN Rng 27 B N M P M has
March 2. 1917.
e
make
thn
to
intention
filed notice of
To William F. Shannon, C 232 of
year final proof, to establish claim to San Jon, N.M. Contestee:
he land above described, before W H
You are hereby notified that Henry
willcox, U S com: at Roy N M
W. Farmer, who gives Roy, N M as,
on Apr, 17, 1917
e
his
address, did on Jan 21st
claimant names as witnesses:
1917, file in this office his duly corrobDavid Gonzales
Manuel Naranjo
Salome Naranjo
orated application to contest and seCharles Rarnum
cure the cancellation of "your HomeAll of Roy New Mexico
stead Entry No 022371 Serial No 022371
PAZ VALVERDE,
J
Sec 29,
made June 1916, for

4--

,

ROY

1

Mar. 3, 1917,

Notice is hereby given that
Robert E. Anderson of Mills N. M.
Who on Sept. 27, 1912 and June , 1913
7
Register
mada HE No. 015018 and 016084 for WJ
Sec. 8 Twp
NKJ, and
21N. Range 25H!N.'M, P.
For best results mail your Meridian has filed notice of intension
films to Lafayette Studio.
to make final three year proof to
establish claim to the land above desRoy, New Mexico.
THE HOME RESTAURANT
F. H, Foster
cribed before
Roy, New Mexico
S.
Mex.
Commissioner
RoyN.
U.
at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on . 17, Apr 1917.
Regular Meals
Short Orders
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Claimant names as witnesses:
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
Office at Clayton, N. M.
A D Hurford
Ed Cheney
March 1, 1017
G C Till
C D Cheney
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
Notice is hereby given that
All of Mills N M
things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
best
Grover C. Till of Mills N. M. Who on
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
with
Dec. 9, 1912 and Jine4, 1913 made HE
7
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
No. 015276 and 016988 for SWJ,
give you more for your money than anyone else.
Section 6 Townand WJ-N,
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
ship 21N. Range 25E. N, M. P.
Meridian has filed notice of inJ.F.ARNETT Prop'r.
tention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
When you want to
described, before F. H. Foster, U, S. look good and feel good and Be
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Good come to the
N M on the 18 day of Apr. 1917.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
Department of the Interior
ISOLATED TRACT
E. F. Cheney
A. D. Hurford
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N M
PUBLIC LAND SALE
R. E. Anderson
C. D. Cheney
where you can pass off the
Department of the Interior.
March ti 1917
All of Mills N. M,
time and enjoy your self. You Notice is hereby given that Charles U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mar. 10, 191".
wont take the blues waiting for D, Horn, of Mills. N, M. who, on Feb "C" Jan. 9, 1917
Register
7
Nutlce is hereby given that, as directa shave; you can play pool and 6 1914 made H E 020629 for SEJ:
Sec 1, Twp 21N ed by the Commissioner of the General
and EJ-shold your turn; smoke the best
Land office, under provisions of Sec
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NMPM,
has filed
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in Rng24E
2455,
R. S., pursuant to tüe application
notice of intention to make Three
Department of the Interior U. S. Land town, and the best of all be in
C. Traister, of De Haven, NM.
Dan'el
establish
Proof,
to
Final
Years
Office at Clayton, New Mex
town;
Shop
in
claim to the land above described Serial No. 022307. we will offer at
the best Barber
March 1 1917
F. H. Foster. U. S. Commissioner, at public sale, to the highest bidder, but
Notice is hereby given that
his office at Roy N. M., on the 15th day at not less than $3.00 per acre, at 10
Now Come On
Brígida Pacheco of Roy, New Mexico
!
May, 1917
Next
You're
o'clock A. M. on the 15th day of May
Who on March 23, 1912 made HE. No.
witnesses:
names
as
1917 next at this office, the following
Claimant
014489 for NEi Section 32 Township
1
Sec 13' T 21N
tract of land;
M.
P.
N.
Range 26E.
19.v.
C W Daniels
G C Till
M M
29
E
N
R
Meridian, has tiled notice of intenE F Cheney
A D Hurford
The sale will not be kept open, but
tion to make three Year Proof, to YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
Mexico
lie declared closed when those
will
New
All
Mills
of
establish claim to the land 'above
WE DO THE REST
at the hour named haveceasee
paeseut
S
U
7
Francisco Delgado, Register,
described lefore F. H Foster,
bidding. The person making the high
Mexico.'
on
New
your
Roy,
finish
to
We are equipped
at
Comr.
tst bid will be requered to immediately
April 16, 1917
films by the best mothods and
pay to the Receiver the amount thereClaimant names as witnesses:
print them on the best paper,
of
C.N. ROARK
J. S. Lopez
S. B. Gallegos
Any persons claiming adversely the
Velox, in the least possible time.
Cordova
Clayton New Mex. above described land are advised to
Pablo
Juan
J. B. Garcia.
Uniform Prices.
All of Roy New Mexico
file their claims, or objections, on or
LAND PLATS of all kinds'
PAZ VALVERDE
Drug
Store
the time designated for sale
before
Flk
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Registei.
310-4-- 7
PAZ VALVERDE
Tucumcari, N, M.
MAPS.
Register
Office Records,

All of David

Careful Attention

Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Swj-NE-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Claimant names as witnesses:

at Law

Attorney
Frompt and

ISOLATED TRACT
PUUL1CLAND SALE

c.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 1, 1917
Notice is hereby given that David
C. Field, of David, N.M. Who on May
18, 1910. made Desert Entry No. 011373
Sec. 17 T 18N R 30E NMP
for
Meridian
has filed notice of intention to make final proof, Under
Act of March 4th. 1915.
to establish claim to tha land above described, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
U S Com, at Galleaos N M on the
16th, day of April 1917.

J. B. LUSK

SE-Sand SVVJ-NSection 33Township 18Nlianre30B N.M.I'
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his to make Five Year Proof, to establish
oflice at Roy, N. M. up Apr. 17 1'J17 claim to tho land above described,
before Mrs. Juanita G. Gonzales, U.
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
J. V. Amett
P L Ciunn
S. Com .at Gallegos, N. M. on the
IrvinOgdeh Sr.
R C Grunig 31st day of Apr 1!'17
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Riy Now Mcio
Paine Fi-lField
PAZ VALVERDE,
Tom Parks
Henry Ganns
310 7
All of David New Mexico.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Mar. 1, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Alexander Arnold of Solano N. M. who on
June 23, 1911, made Homestead Entry
No. 013438 for WJ-NJ.
34 and
Sec..3 T. 18N.R
2GE. N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster U. S.
Commissioner at his office in Roy N.M.
on Apr. 10 1917.

Professional Cards

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico

and LIVERY

1

!ng.

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

:

SPANISH-AMERICA-

I

Southwestern Hotel

f

..'-- 1;

Solano girl ' wears short
skirts because, she says, it don't
pay to wear $7.00 shoes if no one
can see them.
A girl in Mills who wears $3.00
silk hose, says on these windy
days she has no trouble in displaying $2.50 worth of them.

III!

Optimistic Thought
Every light he 3 its r.I:r.lov and every shadow, hai a a tacUwoUing rubra

April 9 to 14

-.

;

I Hi I

Obtainable ever where.

-

--

,,

4-- 7

0

of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy

(

A

to marvel at the thriving condi- notice
tion of the wheat crop which is proof

of intention to make three year
to establish claim
to
the
land abore described, before F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
on Apr. 18 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Videl C. Martinez
M. N. Baker
Earl Baum
Geo.X). Cable
All of Roy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE', Register.

.1

SEJ-Nw-

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

3--
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day was hot and bis buttei soft and
the other "mealerg" Irritable with the
heat he ate little or no luncheon. Be
fore he went out into the sun, he read
the note again. To his jealous eyes
came a vision of that excursion to the
hospital. Sidney, all vibrant eagerness, luminous of eye, quick of bosom ;
sardonically smiling,
and Wilson,
amused and Interested in spite of himself. He drew a long breath, and thrust
the note into his pocket
As he went down the Street, Wilson's car came around the corner. Le
Moyne moved quietly into the shadow
of the church and watched the car go

Mary Roberts RInehart

by.

HMUUHMMMMMM

CHAPTER

ICopyrlght. by McClurs Publications, loo.)

The Page that la, Sidney,
her mother and her Aunt Harriet take K. LeMoyne,atrange
young man, aa a roomer because
they need the money. The addition to the family Is mutually
satisfactory and presently Sidney, who la eighteen, finds herself one evening telling LeMoyne
that she doesn't believe she will
marry Joe Drummond, her childhood sweetheart, after all. Instead, ahe decldea to become a
trained nurse now that Aunt
Harriet has opened a dressmaking shop downtown so she goes
to ask Dr. Max Wilson, old family acquaintance, to get her Into
the hospital. And this K. LeMoyne, he's lovely and polite and
all, but there's something dreadfully mysterious about him.
Suddenly a whole new phase of
life opens upon Sidney.
Just
read about It In thla Installment

CHAPTER IV

Continued.

Men, like jewels, require a setting,
clerk on a high stool, poring over a
ledger, Is not nnlmpresslve, or a cook
over her stove. But place the cook on
the stool, poring over the ledger I Doctor Max, who had lived all his Hie on
the edge of Sidney's horizon, now, by

'

A

the simple changing of her point of
view, loomed large and magnificent
Perhaps he knew it Certainly he stood
very erect. Certainly, too, there was
considerable manner In the way In
which he asked Miss Ilarrlson to go
out and close the door behind her.
Sidney's heart considering what was
happening to It behaved very well.
"For goodness' sake, Sidney," said
Doctor Max, "here you are a young
lady and I've never noticed It I"
This, ot course, was not what be had
Intended to say, being staff and all
that But Sidney, visibly palpitant,
was very pretty, much prettier than
the Harrison girl, beating a tattoo
with her heels in the next room.
Doctor Max, belonging to the class of
man who settles his tie every time be
sees an attractive woman, thrust his
hands into the pockets of his long
white coat and surveyed her quizzi-

V.

"And so," K. Le Moyne, "you liked It
all? It didn't startle you?"
"Well, in one way, of course you
see, I didn't know It was quite like
that: all order and peace and quiet,
and white beds and whispers, on top-- yon
know what I mean and the
misery there just the same, nave you
ever gone through a hospital?"
K. Le Moyne was stretched out on
the grass, his arms under his head.
For this excursion to the end of the
street car line he had donned a pair
of white flannel trousers and a belted
Norfolk coat Sidney had been divided between pride in his appearance
and fear that the Street would deem
him overdressed.
At her question he closed his eyes,
shutting out the peaceful arch of
leaves and the bit of blue heaven overhead. He did not reply at once.
"Good gracious,
I believe he's
asleep I" said Sidney.
But be opened Ills eyes and smiled at
her.
'Tve been around hospitals a little, I
suppose now there is no question about
your going?"
"The superintendent said I was
young, but that any protegee of Doctor Wilson's would certainly be given
a chance."
"It is hard work, night and day."
"Do you think I am afraid of work?"
"And Joe?"
Sidney colored vigorously and sat

erect
"He is very silly. He's taken all sorts
of idiotic notions in his head. I haven't
promised to marry hjm."
"But he thinks you mean to. If you
have quite made up your mind not to,
better tell him, don't you think? What
what are these Idiotic notions?"
Sidney considered. "For one thing,
he's jealous of you I"
"I see. Of course that Is silly, al
though your attitude toward his sus
picion is hardly flattering to me I"
He smiled up at her.
"I told him that I had asked yon to
bring me here today. He was furious.
And that wasn't alL"
"No?"

"He said I was flirting desperately
with Doctor Wilson. You see, the day
we went through the hospital, it was
hot, and we went to Henderson's for
soda water. And, Of course, Joe was
cally.
there. It was really dramatic."
"Did Doctor Ed tell you?"
E. Le Moyne was dally gaining the
"Sit down. lie said something about ability to see things from the angle of
the hospital. How's your mother and the Street A month ago he could have
Aunt Hurrlet?"
seen no situation in two people, a man
"Very well that is, mother's never
quite well." She was sitting forward
on her chair, her wide young eyes on
him. "Is that Is your nurse from the
hospital here?"
"Yes. But she's not my nurse. She's
a substitute."
'The uniform is so pretty." Poor
Sidney! with all the things she had
meant to say about a Ufe of service,
and that, although she was young, she
was terribly in earnest
"It takes a lot of plugging before one
gets the uniform. Look here, Sidney;
if you are going to the hospital because of the uniform, and with any
idea of soothing fevered brows and all
tlmt nonsense "
She Interrupted him, deeply flushed.
Indeed, no. She wanted to work. She
was young and strong, and surely a
pair of willing hands that was absurd
about the uniform. She had no silly
Ideas. There was so much to do in
the world, and she wanted to help.
Some people could give money, but she
couldn't. She could only offer service.
And, partly through earnestness and
partly through excitement, she ended
in a sort of nervous sob, and, going to
the window, stood with her back to
him.

He followed her, and, because they
were old neighbors, she did not resent
It when he put his hand on her
shoulder.
"I don't know of course, if you feel
like that about It," he said, "we'll see
what can be done. It's hard work, and
a good many times It seems futile. They
die, you know, in spite of all we can
do. And there are many things that
are worse than death "
His voice trailed off. When he had
started out in nls profession, he had
had some such ideal of service as this
girl beside him. He sighed a little as
he turned away.
"I'll speak to the superintendent
about you," he said. "Perhaps you'd
like me to show you around a little."
"When? Today?"
He had meant in a month, or a year.
It was quite a minute before he replied :
"Yes, today, if you say. I'm operat-lng'four. How about three o'clock?"
"Then we'll say at three," she said
calmly, and took an orderly and unEur-rle- d
at

.

departure.
She sent K. a note at noon, with word
to Tlllle at Mrs. McKee's to put It un-

der his plate:
Dear Mr. L Moyne I am so excited I
can hardly write. Doctor Wilson, the
Ik going to take me through the
this a fifei noon. Wish me luck. fcid-i- y
Page.
sur-So- n,

hos-pi- ul

K. read

it

tad. perhaps

because the

"I Haven't Promised to Marry Him."

and a girl, drinking soda water together, even with a boy lover on the
next stool. Now he could view things
through Joe's tragic eyes. And there
was more than that All day he had
noticed how inevitable the conversation turned to the young surgeon.
Sidney's active young brain, turned
Inward for the first time in her life,
was still on herself.
"Mother is plaintively resigned and
Aunt Harriet has been a trump. She's
going to keep her room. It's really up
to you."
"To me?"
"To your staying on. Mother trusts
you absolutely. I hope you noticed
that you got one of the apostle spoons
with the custard she sent up to you
the other night And she didn't object
to this trip today. Of course, as she
said herself, it lan't as if you were
young, or at nil wild."
In spite of himself, K. was rather
startled, ne felt old enough, God
knew, but he had always thought of it
as an age of the spirit He rose to his
feet and threw back his fine shoulders,
"Aunt Harriet and your mother and
what
Christine and her husband-to-be- ,
ever his name is we'll be a happy

ftPANISM-AMÉRICA-

family. Bui, 1 warn you, if I ever hear
of Christine's husband getting an apos
tle spoon "
She smiled up at him. "You are
looking very grand today. But you
have grass strains on your white trousers. Perhaps Katie can take, them

out."
suddenly K. felt that she
thought him too old for such frivolity
of dress. It put him on his mettle.
"How old do you think I am, Miss
Quite

Sidney?"

"Not over forty, I'm sure."
"I'm almost thirty. It Is middle age,
of course, but it Is not senility."
Clearly the subject of his years did
not interest her vitally, for she harked
back to the grass stains.
'Tm afraid you're not saving, as yon
promised. Those are new clothes, aren't
they?"
"No, indeed. Bought years ago In
England the coat in London, the
trousers in Bath, on a motor tour. Cost
something like twelve shillings. Awful
ly cheap. They wear them for cricket"
That was a wrong move, of course.
Sidney must hear about England; and
she marveled politely, in view of his
poverty, about his being there. Poor
Le Moyne floundered in a sea of mendacity, rose to a truth here and there,
clutched at luncheon, and achieved
safety at last
"To think," said Sidney, "that you
have really been across the ocean
I
never knew but oae person who had
been abroad. It Is Dr. Max Wilson."
Back again to Doctor Max I Le
Moyne, unpacking sandwiches from a
basket was aroused by a sheer resentment to indiscretion.
"You like this Wilson chap pretty
well, don't you?"
"What do you mean?"
"You talk about him rather a lot"
This was sheer recklessness, of
course. He expected fury, annihilation,
lie did not look up, but busied himself with the luncheon. When the silence grew oppressive, he ventured to
glance toward her. She was leaning
forward, her chin cupped in her palms,
staring out over the valley that
stretched at their feet
"Don't speak to me for a minute or
two," she said. "I'm thinking over
what you have just said."
Down through the valley ran a shallow river, making noisy pretensions to
both depth and fury. He remembered
just such a river In the Tyrol, with this
same Wilson on a rock, holding the
hand of a pretty Austrian girl, while
he snapped the shutter of a camera.
He bad that picture somewhere now;
but the girl was dead, and, of the
three, Wilson was the only one who
bad met life and vanquished It
"I've known him all my life," Sidney said at last "You're perfectly
right about one thing: I talk about
him and I think about him. I'm being
candid, because what's the use of being friends if we're not frank? I admire him you'd have to see him in the
hospital, with everyone deferring to
him and all that, to understand. And
when you think of a man like that
who holds life and death in his hands,
of course you rather thrill. I I honestly believe that'a all there is to it"
"If that's the whole thing, that's
hardly a mad passion." He tried to
smile; succeeded faintly.
"Well, of course, there's this, too. I
know he'll never look at me. I'll be
one of forty nurses; indeed, for three
months I'll be only a probationer. He'll
probably never even remember I'm in
the hospital at all."
"I see. Then, i&you thought he was
in love with you, things would be different?"
"If I thought Dr. Max Wilson was in
love with me," said Sidney solemnly,
"I'd go out of my head with joy."
To hide the shock with which he
realized that she was, nnknown to herself, already in the throes of a romantic attachment for Wilson, K. suggested a descent to the river. She accepted eagerly, and he helped her down.
That was another memory that outlasted the day her small warm hand
In his; the time she slipped and he
caught her; the pain in her eyes at
one of his thoughtless remarks.
"I'm going to be pretty lonely," he
said, when she had paused In the descent and was taking a stone out of her
low shoe. "I shall hate to come home
at night" And then, seeing her wince :
Tve been whining nil day. For
heaven's sake, don't look like that If
there's one sort of man I detest more
than another, It's a man who Is sorry
for himself. Do you suppose your
mother would object if we stayed out
here at the hotel for supper? I've ordered a moon, orange-yelloand extra
1

and lifted her Dodl'y tip its Uppery
sides. He had prodigious strength, In
spite of his leanness.
"Well 1" said Sidney, when they were
both on the rock, carefully balanced.
"Are you cold?" t
"Not a bit But horribly unhappy. I
must look a sight." Then, remembering
her manners, as the Street had it, ahe
said primly:
"Thank you for saving me."
"There wasn't any danger, really,
unless unless the river had risen."
And then, suddenly, he burst into de
lighted laughter, the first perhaps, tor
months.
He shook with it, struggled
at the sight of her Injured face to restrain it, achieved finally a degree of
sobriety by fixing his eyes on the river
bank.
"Wtien yon toave quite finished," said
Sidney severely, "perhaps you will
take me to the hotel. I dare say I shall
have to be washed and Ironed."

He drew her cautiously to her feet
Her wet skirts clung to her; her shoes
were sodden and heavy. She clung to
him frantically, her eyes on the river
below. With the touch of her hands
the man's mirth died. He held her very
carefully, very tenderly, as one holds
something infinitely precious.
CHAPTER VI.

Operations were over for the after
noon. The last case had been wheeled
out of the elevator. The pit of the op
erating room was in disorder towels

everywhere, tables of instruments,
steaming sterilizers. Orderlies were
going about, carrying out linens, emptying pans. At a table two nurses were
cleaning instruments and putting them
away in their glass cases. Irrigators
were being emptied, sponges recounted
and checked off on written lists.
In the midst of the confusion, Wilson
stood giving last orders to the interne
at his elbow. As he talked he scoured
his hands and arras with a small
brush ; bits of lather flew off on to the
tiled floor. Ills speech was incisive,
vigorous. At the hospital they said his
nerves were iron; there was no letdown after the day's work. The internes worshiped and feared him. He
was Just but without mercy. To be
able to work like that so certainly,
with ao sure a touch, and to look like
a Greek god I Wilson's only rival, a
gynecologist named O'Hnra, got results, too; but he sweated and swore
through his operations, was not toe
careful as to asepsis, and looked like a
gorilla.
The day had been a hard one. The
operatlng-roor- a
nurses were fagged.
Two or three probationers had been
sent to help clean up, and a senior
nurse. Wilson's eyes caught the nurse's
eyes as she passed him.
"Here, too, Miss Harrison 1" he said
gayly. "Have they set you on my trail
With the eyes of the room on her,
the girl answered primly:
"I'm to be in your office In the mornings, Doctor Wilson, and anywhere I
am needed in the afternoons."
"And your vacation?"
shall take it when Miss Simpson
comes back."
Although he went on at once with
his conversation with the interne, he
still heard the click of her heels about
the room. He had not lost the fact that
she had flushed when he spoke to her.
The mischief that was latent in him
came to the surface. When he had
rinsed his hands, he followed her, carrying the towel to where she stood
talking to the superintendent of the
training school.
"Thanks very much, Miss Gregg," hi
said. "Everything went off nicely."
II was in a magnanimous mood. n
smiled at Miss Gregg, who was elderly
and gray, but visibly his creature.
"The sponge list doctor."
He glanced over it, noting accurately sponges prepared, used, turned la
But he missed no gesture of the girl
who stood; beside Miss Gregg.
"All right." He returned the list
"That was a mighty pretty probationer
I brought you yesterday."
Two small frowning lines appeared
between Miss Harrison's dark brows.
He caught them, caught her somber
eyes too, and was amused and rather
stimulated.
"She Is very young."
"Prefer 'era young," said Doctor
Max. "Willing to learn at that age.
You'll have to watch her, though. You'll
have all the Internes buzzing around,
neglecting business."
Miss Gregg rather fluttered. She
was divided between her disapproval
of Internes at all times and of young
probationers generally, and her allegiance to the brilliant surgeon whose
size."
"I should hate to have anything or word was rapidly becoming law in the
hospital. When an emergency of the
dered and wasted."
cleanlng-ucalled her away, doubt
"Then we'll stay."
still in her eyes, Wilson was left alone
"It's fearfully extravagant"
"I'll be thrifty as to moons while you with Miss Harrison.
are In the hospital."
So it was settled. And, as it hap
If your daughter were In Sidpened, Sidney had to stay, anyhow,
ney's position now, would you
For, having perched herself out in the
fear Dr. Max Wilson's Influence
rock, she slid,
river on a sugar-loa- f
over her, or would you be glad
slowly but with a dreadful inevitabilshe had such a friend In the hosity, Into the water. K. happened to be
pital?
looking in another direction. So It oc
curred that at one moment Sidney sat
on a rock, fluffy white from head to
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
feet, entranclngly pretty, and knowing
Fruit Juice Used In Milk.
It and the next she was standing neck
deep in water, much too startled to
Juice of the fruit of the massaran-dub- a
scream, and trying to be dignified untree, found plentifully in Brazil,
der the rather trying circumstances, K, is used in many neighborhoods In
had not looked around. The splash had place of cow's milk. It is sweet to
been a gentle one.
the taste and milky in appearance, but
"If you will be good enough," said after 24 hours it turns Into an elasSidney, with her chin well up, "to give tic mass similar to rubber In Its raw
state. The fruit possesses nourishing,
me your hand or a pole or something
because if the river rises an inch I pectoral and emollient properties.
shall drown."
Optimistic Thought
To his undying credit, E. Le Moyne
The most Important element in sucdid not laugh when he turned and saw
cess la economy of 0My and time.
her. He went out on the sugar-loa-
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FOR CANADIAN LAND
Guests Cost Big Hotels Fortunes
Every Year.

Americans Are Buyers and Be
coming Settlers Anxious to
York
New
Hostelrles
Managers of
Get Cheap and ProducDeclare They Must Replace Huntive Land.
dreds of Thousands of Dollars'
Worth of Valuables.

Are people who live in hotels less
honest than those who stick to tliclr
own home and fireside? The stewards
of the big New York hotels, who each
year spend hundreds of thousands of
dollars replacing missing silverware
and furnishings, say they are.
The ravages of souvenir-huntinguests as well as college boys and
girls with a fad for collecting hotel
silver, together with the wear and tear
of the regular routine buslifcss costs
each large hotel between $000,000 and
$700,000 a year. The hotel managers
hold their guests responsible for the
loss of silverware stolen by employees,
saying the servants Just imitate the
guests.
In addition to the losses through
souvenir-hunter- s
thousands upon thousands of dollars worth of small tableware, oyster forks, butter plates,
are overspoons and
looked and thrown away. The hotel
refuse Is carefully examined before
It leaves the hotel and an average of
half a barrel of ware is recovered
each day. But in spite of all precautions a good deal is thrown away.
The next most costly item of expense is in the china and glassware.
It costs one hotel more than $100,000
a year to keep Itself in these two items
of tableware.
The linen item In one of the Fifth
avenue hotels cost $95,000 when the
hotel opened last year. Since that
time more than $20,000 has been used
to replenish the supply. All of this
linen comes from the north of Ireland. The war has made It increasingly difficult to get the right quality because most of the best flax in the
g

bread-spreade-

world came from Belgium.
In the same hotel $12,500 was spent
for candle and lamp shades before the
hotel was opened. In the past year
$7,000 has been spent for new stock.
As the shades range in price from $1
to $20 It Is easy to see where the
money goes.
A smull detail in the annual budget
of a hotel is matches. In spite of the
fact that electricity is used exclusively, 20,000 boxes are needed each
month.
And sonp ! Last year one hotel used
28,420 cakes of soap.
A monster new hotel Is being erected in New York and the purchasing
agent has been very busy laying in
As a sample of his pursupplies.
chases the following may be mentioned : 100,000 pieces of silver in one
day, costing $243,000; 18,000 sheets
and piltow cases; 60,000 towels for
rooms and 18,000 for the restaurant
department. He is going to buy thousands of beds, chairs, desks, hatracks,-bookcase- s

Reports are to hand that there will
be a large influx of settlers from the
United States Into the Canadian West
during the coming Spring. For a time
there has been a falling off, on account
of the fear of conscription, which of
course was not possible, and which the
Canadian Government gave every assurance would not be put into operation. In any case it would not affect
the American settler, and more than
that the man who was working on the
farm, helping to produce the grain
that goes to feed those who are at war,
would not be affected.
The excellent yields of the Western
Canada crops, and the high prices secured Is having its influence on those
looking for homes. The authenticated
reports that have been sent out from
time to time that this farmer and that
farmer had paid for their entire farm
holdings out of one crop has reached
the ears of the man looking for a farm.
When he hears that G. H. Beatty of
Nanton, Alberta, had 679 bushels of
wheat from 12 acres or an average of
COH bushels to the acre, he becomes
Interested.
When he learns that Sidney E. rhllllps of Beddeford, Alberta,
e
threshed ten hundred and
bushels of wheat, the average being
52
bushels per acre, his interest 19
further oroused. Thos. Long of Leth- brldge bad 120 bushels of oats to th
acre from a field of 25 acres, W.
Qtilnn of Milk River hnd 0,094 bushels
of wheat from 100 acres, an average
of 60 bushels per acre, and Robert
Tackaberry of Nobleford makes affidavit that he had nn average of seventy-si- x
bushels of whent per acre from a
field of 10.63 acres. Thos. Boulton of the
snme place makes affidavit that from
e
fifty acres he had a yield of
bushels of wheat per acre. Newell J.
Noble's affidavit of getting 54 bushels
per acre from 1,000 acres stands out
most strongly as evidence of what the
wheat grower can do. This affidavit Is
strengthened by a paragraph stating
that he had 122 bushels and 80 lbs. per
acre from 394.09 acres. Mrs. Nancy
Coe makes affidavit that on her farm
at Nobleford she threshed six thousand one hundred and ten bushels of
wheat from one hundred and fifteen
e
acres, or
bushels and eight
lbs. per acre, and from a flax field
(stubble field) she got 20 bushels and
88 pounds per acre.
It ennnot be said that these were
freak yields because so mrtny had such
great success. When these reports are
read, the man looking for a farm befifty-thre-

fifty-thre-

fifty-thre-

comes convinced.
These are only a few of the reasons
that will cause a large influx of American farmers Into the Canadian West
during the coming Spring.
The farmers now resident in Mani
beand other furnishings
toba, Saskatchewan and Alberta are
fore he is finished, and In addition he purchasing additional lands. Prices
is in the market for baby carriages, are low and Free homestead land can
toothpicks, cooks' caps, bath mats, be had in many districts and the homesafes and about ten dozen other things. steader Is welcome. Advertisement

Great Thoughts In Prison.
Prison literature has many fine productions to its credit in prose as well
as poetry, says the London Chronicle.
In his prison at Athens, Socrates completed his great argument for immortality; in a Roman dungeon Galileo
made some of his greatest discoveries,
In his prison in the Wartburg castle
Luther translated the New Testament
Into the German language. During his
12 years in Bedford
Jail Bunyan
dreamed his immortal dream of the
"Pilgrim's Progress."
Sir Walter
Raleigh wrote his fragmentary history
of the world to beguile the long years
of his Imprisonment in the Tower of
London. Much of the New Testament
also Is prison literature. Some of the
finest of the epistles of St. Paul were
written during his Imprisonment at
Rome, and the book of the Revelation
of St. John was written while he was
an exile la the island prison of

Wolfe's Sash to a Museum.
A new

and valued addition has just

made to the museum of the
Chateau de Raniezuy. It consists of a
cabinet containing a portion of the
gnmet silk sash worn by Gen. James
Wolfe on the day he became the "victor of Quebec" In 1759: In addition to
the snsh are the original letters that
prove unmistakably the authenticity
of the relic. Montreal Star.
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Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cross
Rag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At ell good grocers. Adv.
The Principles of Big Business.
First Surgton Do you think $1,000
Is too mnch to charge for taking out
Bulger's appendix?
Second Surgeon No. But why don't
you wait? He's making money so
fast that you can get $5,000 out of him
In six months,
Life.

Pat-mo-

Took It Literally.
country hotel proprietor, glancing
out of a rear window, saw his new
waiter chasing a chicken about the
yard.
"What have you in that bowl?" demanded the hotel man, referring to a
utensil he was hugging.
responded the new
"Mushrooms,"
"There's a gentleman that
waiter.
wants chicken smothered with mush
rooms, and I'm trying to smother him
sir 1"
A

Í YES!

MAGICALLY!

CORNS LIFT OUT
WITH FINGERS

You say to the drug store man,
"Give me a small bottle of freezone."
This will cost very little but will
positively remove every hard or soft
corn or callus from one's feet.
A few drops of this new ether compound applied directly upon a tender,
Future Melting Pot of the World.
That's Argentina. Of her 6,000,000 aching corn relieves the soreness inpeople more than half are foreign stantly, and soon the entire corn or
born. During her history she has re callus, root and all, dries up and can
ceived over a million Italian imml be lifted off with the fingers.
This new way to rid one's feet of
grants, a half mlllldn Spaniards, a
sixth of a million French, and a quar corns was Introduced by a Cincinnati
ter million In other nationalities, man, who says that freezone dries In
a moment and simply shrivels up the
Buenos Aires Is .the most cosmopolcorn or callus without irritating the
itan city In the world not even ex
cepting New York. Dan Ward in surrounding skin.
If your druggist hasn't any freezone
World Outlook.
tell him to order a small bottle from
his wholesale drug house for you. adv.
The Crucial Question.
"But you can cook?" asked the pro
' Explained.
saic young man.
"My daughter, don't use powder on
"Let us take these questions up in
their proper order," returned the wise your face so much. It Is so loud."
"But, pa, this is noiseless powder."
girl. "The matter of cooking Is not
the first thing to be considered."
The faultfinder finds few fault!
"Then, what Is the first Vr he de
greater than faultfinding.
manded.
"Can you provide the things to b
Energy never is enough, but It alcooked?"
ways Is half enough.
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W. L. DOUGLAS

6PANI8H-AMERICA-
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THE SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE"

$3 $3.50 $4 $4.50 $5 $6 $7 & $3 aÍSV?
save Money by Wearing W. I Douglas
hoe. For ale by over 9000 thoe dealer.
The Best Known Shoe in the World.

TV7. L Douglu nunc and the retail pne ii stamped on tha bo- torn of all ihoes at the factory. The value ñ guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high price for inferior shoes. The
retail prices are the same everywhere. They coat no more in San
Francisco than they do in New York. They ere always worth the
price paid for them.
"The quality of W. L Douglas product la guaranteed by more
, than 40 years experience in making fine shoes. The smart
"vies are the leaders in the Fashion Centres of America.
They are made in
factory at Brockton, Mass-b- y
the highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under the direction and
supervision of experienced men, all working with an honest
determination to make the best shoes tor the price that money
un puy.
Ask your shoe doalar for W. I Douglas shoe. If he ean- ""FP'y you wiin
aína you want, take no other

in

moke, Write for Intereatlne booklet aznlaininv
to
est shoe of the highest standard of quality for the Brio.
by retara mall, postage free.
LOOK FOR W. I
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If it hadn't been for tlelng up traffic on the busiest car line in
NEW YORK.
city, a conductor on a Broadway car would have caught the meanest
CTi-j'- r

""o

1

street

1""""""

I iff
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and trickiest passenger who ever has come to his attention. The man
boarded the car at Broadway and For

M
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Canada Offers 160 Acres
Free to Farm Hands
Bonus of Western Canada Land to Men Assisting in
Maintaining Needed Grain Production
The demand for farm labor in Canada is great As an inducement
to secure the necessary help at once, Canada will give

ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY ACRES OF

LAND FREE AS A HOMESTEAD

He presented
transfer which was tattered with age,
and furthermore could not be accepted
at that point The conductor told him
so, .but the man sat down, indicated
that he was deaf and dumb, and took
out a pad to argue out the matter
with the conductor. Both he and the conductor wrote
out a full argument, which made
steam rise from the conductor's collar
and spoiled the whole trip for him.
At Eighteenth street, after endless communication, the man agreed to get of!
the car. When he had done so he walked toward the curb and called back,
"You write a swell hand there, kid."
The conductor lost his temper, pulled the bell for the motormnn to stop,
Jumped off the car and gave chase, but the passenger was too fleet. In the
meantime the motonnan was clanging his gong like mad. When the con
ductor returned he asked him If he was crazy.
The conductor of the north-bounSixth avenue surface car held his hand
out for the slim man's fare. The slim man begun searching his slim suit and
overcoat diligently. The conductor was patient, but after a moment started
on, Raying he would come back.
Presently he did, but the slim man was still searching. For the
time the conductor noticed that the man had a transfer in his mouth.
drew it forth, smiled at the slim searcher and went back to the end of the
The slim man sat dawn, and a pleasant-facepassenger next to
d

first
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cor,

him
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W. V. DENNETT, Room A, Bee Dldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Canadian Government Agent
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WORKS DAY AND NIGHT
PULLFORD only $135.00
F. O. B., Quincy, Illinois
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seeding, harvesting,
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Attached to any Ford or praotlonlly
Reany other car In 80 minutes.
moved in leu time. No holes to drill.
All steel construction. Note steel
wheels, 10 Inches wide. Does all
heavy hauling coal, wheut,
Íour potatoes; does your plowing,

fit,

)t.

'
i
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v.

eto.

Lags can be removed from wheels,
and a larger sprocket Is famished for
road hauling. Live agents wanted ln
Pull ford pulling two plows, plowing 8 inch
every county in Colorado, Wyoming,
deep, with Ford Automobile
New Mexleot ana Western Nebraska.
Write or wire at once (or elrcular, or come to Denver at once. Immediate deliveries guaranteed.

THE HEADINGT0N AUTO CO., Distributors
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1636 BROADWAY

In Georgia.
"Ben Jason."
"Yes, sun."
"Accused of being under the influence of liquor on Christinas eve."
"Yes, suh."

"Profanity."
"1 might er swo yas, suh."
"Resisting officer?"
"I sho' tried ter lick dut Irishman,
Judge."

"Chinese Knew the English."
An Englishman who was appointed
to an Important post In China married
soon after. Among the recipients of
the usual little cardboard boxes con
taining pieces of wedding cake was a
Chinese merchant with whom the
bridegroom hud an outstanding account for goods supplied.
After the
honeymoon one of the first persons
husband met was
the
his Celestlul creditor.
"And how did you like the cake?'
said the Englishman, laughingly, after
the usual congratulations.
"Ah, ha," returned the Chinaman,
with a cunning leer, "me no such big
fool to eat him, sah, me put cakee in
fire. Burn him up. Ha ! he !"
"Oli, that's too bad," suld the Englishmanvery much hurt. "You might
have tasted it at least, out of compliment to ray wife and myself. Why
didn't you?"
"Me too clute, sah," suld the Celestial, with the same cunning smile.
"You owe me monee, sah ; sendee poison cakee; I eat hi in; I die; you no
payee up. Houp-la- !
He! he! he! I
kuow you Ingleesh!"
newly-wedde-

"Petty larceny."
"Count dot in, too."
"Ben the law must deal heavily in
your case. Is there anything you left
out on your holiday spree?"
The negro scratched his head.
"Yas, suh; ef yo' could lemme out
fo a few mlnits, I'd like ter beat up
my ol' woman fo' 'ceptin' presents from
a Macon barber." Case and Comment

DENVER, COLO.

I
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A Lucky Bullet
Hussar declares that there Is no
mascot to compare with the bullet
with which a man has been wounded.
"At the Battle of the Mame," he says,
"I was struck by a bullet which lodged
ln my right thigh without doing much
When it was extracted I
damage.
drilled a hole through It, and supend-e- d
it by a string from my neck. And,
The Result
although I have been through dozens
"Had a fine speeding auto trip?"
of fierce battles since then, including
"I should say so! Nothing else but
the hottest fights on the Sorame, and fines I"
have seen my comrades fall ln hundreds, I have come through them all
Few collisions occur on the poth of
without a scratch, thanks, I firmly be- virtue.
lieve, to my bullet mascot."
Wisdom sometimes strikes a fellow
as does a snowslide from a roof.
Honolulu has 2,500 automobiles.
Tit-Bit-

There's a good way
to keep growing boys and girls
healthy and happy and that is
to give them

Grape-Nut- s
for brtakfast.
This wonderfully nourishing
food has a sweet, nutty flavor that
makes it popular with children.
One of the few sweet foods
that does not harm digestion, but
builds them strong and bright

Jit grocert everywhtr.

one corner was a white field with a
blue eagle almost filling It
Five minutes after the flag was
put up all the telephones ln the storage company's offices began to tingle
and volces some querulous, some ana
gry and some obviously awed by the
foolhardlness of the thing inquired
what had tempted the company to put 1 1 r
up a German Aug. In five more minutes an auto bearing two detectives
pulled up before the office and Hashing In, they voiced like question.
To
all the same answer was made: "The flag was put up by the United States
government."
That was the only satisfaction given the telephonic Inquiries,
but the detectives were directed to the United States custom appraiser's office
ln one corner of the building.
Attaches of the custom office had also been subjected to much telephonic
questioning within a few minutes after the flag went up, and when the detectives arrived, were scurrying about In search of an atlas with which to
fortify their position. They explained to the detectives that the flag was a
United States revenue ensign and must be hoisted over every revenue office.
The detectives went away satisfied, but a Liberty avenue business man, who
later entered the appraiser's office, was much more Insistent ln his contention
that It was a German flag and not a revenue ensign. His eloquence was so
convincing that the government men renewed their search for the atlas which,
they were certain, contains a picture of the flag. Falling to find It, they
assured the business man thut they would send at once. to Washington for a
picture of the flag and its classification
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For Forty Years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has Relieved
the Sufferings of Women.
It hardly seems possible that there is a woman in this
country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, proving beyond
contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved
more suffering among women than any other medicine in
the world. .
Mrs. Kleso Cured After ScTen Month's Illness.
u ii
n
Aurora. HL "For seven lonsr months I suffered
i
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and allow the time of the farm laborer, who has filed on the land, to
"By George you're as absentmlnded as I am," he suld.
apply as residence duties, the same as if he actually had lived on it
"Absentmlnded nothing!" answerd the retired searcher. "I found that
special
concession is the reduction of one year in the time I had come away from the office
Another
without a penny. It took me a minute or
to complete duties. Two years instead of three as heretofore, but two to lick the date off that veteran transfer."
only to men working on the farms for at least six months m 1917.
This appeal for farm help is in no way connected with enlistment
for military service but solely to increase agricultural output' A won- Strange Flag Excites the People of Pittsburgh
derful opportunity to secure a farm and draw good wages at the same
time. Canadian Government will pay all fare over one cent per niTTSBUUGH. A flag of strange markings was hoisted on the flagstaff atop
the Union Storage company's building, at Liberty nnd First avenues, the
mile trom bt raul or Duluth to Canadian destination. Information
other dny. It was marked with perpendicular red and white stripes, and ln
as to low railway rates may be had on application to

On High Gear Does the
Work of Four Big Horses

0

Jwo Amusing Stories About New York Street Cars

Bsit In thl World
$3.00 $2.60 t$2.Q0
'
Shoe Cov
W.L.
ISA Hpark 8U, Brockton, Masa.
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Bam and the rTui! píicí
stamped on the bottom,
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it is.

Mhs.

imm a fnmnl tmnhlfl. with Rp.vprfl mina in mv back
and sides until I became so weak I could hardly
walk from chair to chair, and got so nervous 1
would jump at the slightest noise. I was entirely
unfit to do my house work, I was giving up hope of
ever being well, when my sister asked me to try
Lydia E. llnkbam's Vegetable Compound. I took
six bottles and today I am a healthy woman able to
do my own housework. I wish every suffering

,1

Compound, and find out for herself how good
íiarl A. Ivieso, 590 Monti Ave., Aurora, ul

Could Hardly Get Off Her Ded.

Cincinnati, Ohio. "I want you to know the good Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound has done for me. I was in such bad
health from female troubles that I could hardly get off my bed. I
had been doctoring for a long time and my mother said, 'I want you
to try Lydia E. Knkham's Vegetable Compound.' So I did, and it
has certainly made me a well woman. I am able to do my house work
and am so happy as I never expected to go around the way I do again,
and I want others to know what Lydia E, Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has done for me." Mrs. Josib Copner, 1008 Harrison Ave,
Fairmount, QncinnatL Ohio.
If you want special advice write to Lydia K. Pinknam Medicine Co. (confidential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will be opened,

read and answered by a woman and held in strict confidence.
Customer

Schafer and

lerk called to him, saying :"You have

forgotten your change," and walking
back to a sack, picked out two lima
beans and passed them to the customer. Cleveland Plain Deal. . .
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In Use for Over 30 Tears.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
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Bridgeport

crashes
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. As the Merchants' limited from Boston
on Its way to New York about nine o'clock every evening passengers lnvarlubly glance up in curiosity at the great blocks of lighted
factory windows which suddenly loom
up out of the night "Those are the
munition factories," some well-tra- v
eled person remarks, as one after another the great buildings sup by.
Behind those lighted windows men
and women are working all night long
cartridges to be shipped
making
abroad by the Remington
Metallic Cartridge company, and half
a mile away, in a still larger factory
adjoining the first and under the same
management thousands more are mak
ing rifles for the battlefields of Europe. New workers, recruited ln part from
nearby towns, from industrial cities in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, from
Canadian farms, but mainly from the city of Bridgeport itself, many of them
untrained and inexperienced in this occupation, have gathered In the great
munition factories to share ln the war work and in the war prosperity. By
the summer of 1916 nearly 4,000 women and many more men were employed.
Even small explosions make the new girls very nervous, but familiarity
with danger soon permits experienced workers to pay little attention to it.
A kind of fatalism possesses some of them. "We have only once to die," sold
a worker who had seen men seriously injured and had herself been prostrated
by the force of an explosion, "and It might as well be in the shops as anyArms-Unio-

where else."

'
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HAIR STOPS FALLING

Important to Mother

"Tiger

War

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF

Examine carefully every bottle of Glrlsl Try This! Makes Hair Thick,
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful
No
CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy
More Itching Scalp.
for lnfnnts and children, and see that it

h

Are

Still At It.

Had Change Coming.

"They kept company a long time
bearing a small basket of
potatoes on his arm went Into a gro- before they were married, didn't they?"
"Yes, nnd they've kept company
cery store to make a purchase. He
could not produce enough change by 5 most of the time since. Her relation!
cents and, handing the clerk a medium-- seem bound to live on them.'
The
sized
potato, started out.
A man

Candle High in Paris.
Candles have risen In price In
numerof Otto
His
Baby" France since the adoption ofconsumpous measures respecting the
tion of gas, electricity and petroleum
MEW YORK. Otto Schafer, who when not indulging in an outing such as he for illuminating purposes, lletall gro1 1 had the other day, Is employed as a machinist,
Is probably convinced that cers throughout Paris generally now
this Is a bad season to combine a black bag and a dialect He alarmed hun charge seven to eight cents for tallow
dreds of persons ln Fourth avenue and candles that previously sold for three
finally was arrested for a far less Im or four cents each. Small solid canportant crime than those who en- dles five Inches long, which formerly
countered him had expected.
retailed at two cents each, now cost
street Schafer the consumer six or seven cents.
At Twenty-nintapproached John Harbin, an account
ant. He asked for a match. Mr. Har
BOSCHEE'S GERMAN SYRUP
bin supplied it and the Incident seemed
closed until Schafer staggered around
Why take ordinary cough remedies
ln a circle, pointed to a black bag he
when Boschee'g German Syrup has
was carrying, nnd said:
fifty-on- e
years ln all
"If you knowed what Iss Inside been used for
towns
Canada,
the
in
United
States,
you
vould run like anything."
here
All things considered, Mr. Harbin thought It quite likely. He crossed the Australia, and other countries, for
street and followed the course of the lurching Schafer up Fourth avenue, hop coughs, bronchitis, colds settled In the
It
ing to encounter a policeman.
Schafer, ln the meantime, stopped several throat, especially lung trouble.
persons to inform them that within the black bag which was ajar at one end gives the patient a good night's rest,
was something which might well make anyone's hair stand on end. Persons free from coughing, with easy expecbegan to point at him, and finally a throng of nearly 200 persons followed at toration ln the morning, giving nature
a chance to soothe the Inflamed parts,
a good distance.
street Policeman Curry strolled Into Fourth avenue, and throw off the disease, helping the paAt Thirty-firs- t
excited persons who had run ahead of the bag carrier told the policeman all tient to regain his health, assisted by
about it. The dizzy Schafer was halted, the bag carefully opened and there pure air and sunshine when possible.
Trini size 2!"c, and 75c family size.
within It was seen a little kitten.
Sold In all towns In the United States,
"Huh," said the policeman, "it's only a kitten."
"Kitten !" exclaimed Schafer, grasping the bag and staring Into it intently, Canada, Australia, and other coun
tries. Adv.
"A man glved me dot nnd said It voss a tiger baby."
Grief and disappointment combined to take away Schofer's sense of
'
So He Would.
street
and he was taken, kitten, bag and all, to the East Thirty-fiftBill They say one of the kings of
station.
Europe has a bed which cost $25,000.
Gill Gee ! If I had that I'd retire
in
Women
Making Munitions of
on a fortune!

Adventure

.

A Growl.

Within ten minutes after an application of Danderlne you cannot find a
single trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not Itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the
scalp.

,

little Danderlne Immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No difference bow dull, faded, brittle nnd
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with
Danderlne and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one sraajl
strand at a time. The effect Is amazingyour hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an Incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance,
r
Get a '25 cent bottle of Knowl ton's
Danderlne from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that It has been neglected or
Injured by careless treatment that's
all you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots of It If you will Just try a lit
tie Danderlne. Adv.
A

Resourceful.
Two women were having a confab
on the troubles of life, that connected
with husbands ln particular, relates
George Melllnger of Sweeney's.
"I dlnna wonder at some pulr wives
having to help themselves out of their
husband's trousers," remarked one of
them.
(
"I canna say thatj I like them underhand ways nieself," said the other matron. "I usunlly Jist turn ma man's
breeches doon side up an' help mysel-of- f

the carpet."
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Croiw Bar Blue. Makej beautiful, deal
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

"Are your married daughter and her
husband living with you?"
It Is far better to have your neighbor owe you an apology than money.
'No; they're living on me."

Healthy Skin
DEFENDS ON KIDNEYS.

The skin and the intestines, which
vork together with the kidneys to
throw out the poisons of the body, do
AFTER MTHB ORIP," or in convalesa part of the work, but a clean body
from pneumonia, fevers, or other
and a healthy one depends on the kid cence
diseases, your quickest way
neys. If the kidneys are clogged with debilitating
to get flesh and strength is with Doctor
toxio poisons you suffer from stiffness Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. That
in the knees in the morning on arising. gives purity to your blood, plumpness to
your joints seem "rusty," you may have your body, and puts every function Into
rheumatio pains, pain in the back, stiff
neck, headaches, sometimes swollen feet,
or neuralgic
pains all .due 1.1to the urio
.
'
i. j m.:buiuJ ur umio poisons ill uie uiuuu.
xuib
is the time to go to the nearest drug
store and simply obtain a 60c. package
of Anuric, the discovery of Dr. Pierce
of Buffalo, N. Y. Then drink a cup of
not water before meals, with an Anunc
Tablet, and notice the gratifying results.
You will find Anurio more active than
lithia. Dissolves urio acid as water does

tugar.

perfect working order. It makes thoroughly effective every natural means of
repairing and nourishing your system.
For pale, puny, scrofulous children,
nothing approaches it, It builds up
completely their flesh, their strength,
and their health.
In the most stubborn Scrofulous, Skin
or Scalp Diseases, Bczoma,
and every kindred ailment, it effects
wonderful cures. Contains no alcohol or
harmful drugs. In tablet or liquid form.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regúlate
and invigorate stomach, livor and bowels.
Sugar-coatetiny granules, easy to take.
Salt-rheu-

The pesimists who annually be
Roy Hephner, of Herrington,
In the District Court
moan
the loss of the fruit crops
N. M. late of Dacoma, Oklahoma
of the State of New Mexico
by reason of the early frosts will
is billing a Percheron
Sitting within and for the County of
again.
be
soon
with
us
stallion bred in the purple which
Mora.
he will keep at his ranch near
Floeushkim Mercantile Co.
John U. Tobler and J. Frank
A Corporation, Plaintiff
Gladstone this season.
Smith of Mosquero, called on us
No
vs
2470
Charlie Leonard was ia town last week and the former ordered
Roy Land and Livestock Company,
a corporation,
Frank Hoy and Clara
Saturduy and seemed as glad to some stationery for his "U T
F. Roy his wife. Manuel B, Gallegos,
Ranch.
also
told
he
He
us
that
.
him
to
back
see
be
as we were
Remigio Chavez, Tomas
and
again. lie has been living with thought of us for publishing Po Uaquel Riviera, his wife, Riviera,
Baum Brothhis family in Raton this winter laskie's prohpesy and having him ers a partnership composed of William
and has a fine home there but he fill the house so full of wood and II, Baum, and James S, Baum,
11, Baum
and Stella Baum his
promises to come back to the coal that he hadn't room for him
unknown
wife,
the
heirs of James S,
in
for
preparation
"Bliz
self
the
farm near Mills and make a crop
Baum deceased, B, N, Patton and Andidn't
come.
that
zard"
again this summer.
Apparently, the Pro - Saloon na Branch Patton his wife, (born Anna Branch) Pablo P, Branch, and Beforces are getting active, judg- atriz R- - Branch his wife, and all unDr. and Mrs. Plumlee added a ing from the amount of their lit- known persons who may claim any infour pound boy to their interest- erature we are letting lately, terest or title adverse to the plaintiff
ing family last Friday. This Looks like a forlorn hope for in the real estate hereinafter described
Defendants,
makes them four boys and three them in New Mexico for shr is
girls and a more strenuous and plainly going "Dry" this fall.
Notice of Suit
To Remigio Chavez,, the unknown
interesting family of youngsters
heirs of James S, Baum, deceased, and
would be hard to find.
ADVERTISED
LETTERS
i

Wi!l-lia-

all unknown persons who may claim any

Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico'
interest or title averse to the plaintiff
W. H. Baum and wife returned i
Mar. 19 1917, in the realestate hereinafter described
Friday from Hot Springs where
and to Roy Land and Live Stock Com
they have been taking baths for The following isalUt of letters pany a Corporation, Frank Roy and
a few weeks. Both are looking remaining in the Post Office, at Clara F.Roy his wife, Manuel B, Galle
and feeling better and they say Roy, New Mexico for more than gos, Tomas Riviera, Raquel Riviera his
his wife, Baum Brothers partnership,
they will go back again next fourteen days prior to Mar. 29, composed of William H, Baum

enter your appearance in laid cause n I
or before the 21st day of April 1917
judgment will be rendered in said cause
against yoa and each of you by default
The name of the plaintiff's attorney is John F. Si.mms, and his office
and Postoffiee address is 1718, Bar.

nett

Building,

Albuquerque,

Onio:

New-Mexic- o.

Red-

Witness my hand and the Seal
of said Court on this 3d day of March.

FOR SALE- :- Span of grey
mares 4 and 5 years old, in foal,
weight 1200 each.
8 miles east of Solano.
S. E. Bergkvist,

Mosquero N. M.

Grant Kitchell has built a wind
at the rear of his hotel and
store buildings. It will also
serve to prevent Floersheim's
mules from going around by his
back door when they take a notion to. run away.
break,

FOR SALE- :- Some young
Brood Sows, also one milck cow
6 years old will be fresh in June.
Sam Strong

Yellow-Whi- te

1917.

Cane
let

PEDRO A. ORTT.GA, y
District ClerK,
By Milnor A, Rudolph, Deputy.
(SEAL)

Dally Thought.
prafeful thought turned
beavoQvvard is tbu most perfect prayer.
A singlo

Lesslus.

Mil

and
II

W

LI Jt!

Yellow Dent
and White

eed Corn

James S. Baum, William H. Baum and
Esto M. Frur Reclose
The House "Pioneer News",
B. N, Patton
Stella Baum his wife.
Señora Estafana Rarraza
Quay county and the "Revista
of
and Anna Branch Patton his wife (born
Pedro Trujillo
of Santa Fe are two
Illustrata"
Anna Branch),
Pablo P Branch and
Mrs. J. Hinkcl Cre Banco Del Beatriz R Branch, bis wife.
publications which reguest exEstate
change of us this week, We are
Defendants
Mr. Cliff Morse
taking them both on.
You and each of you are hereby
The above letters will remain
notified
the plaintiff Floersheim
G. R. Abernathy and family
"ADVERTISED" for fourteen MercantilethatCompany
a corporation, tlas
family with them
if
days and uncalled for at the this day filed suit in the above named took the
end of that time, same will be Court against you and each of you, the on a drive to the canyons on the
sent to the Division of Dead Let- general nature of which í action is to Sabinoso road Sunday. Down be
quiet the title of the Plantiff in and to hind the hill where the wind didters, 'Washington I. ('.
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Í, 10, 11, 12,
When calling for above letters and 13, all in Block 10 of the town of n't blow it was fine and the party
looked at the
Please say "ADVERTISED."
Roy, New Mexico, and to forever bar climbed rocks and
One cent postage Due will be and foreclose all right titli, claim .in picturesque scenery which is alcollected on any of the above terest and demand of you arid each of ways a novelty but it makes the
you, adverse to piainun, in ana to saia open mesa look good when you
letters delivered.
And you are hereby notified
premises.
Wm. G. Johnson,
get back to it after being among
that unless you and each of you shall
Roy,
Mex
N.
Postmaster,
the rocks for awhile.

Bulk and Package
GARDEN SEEDS
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"THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE"

All part3 of

Roy Schools Record.
Published every week by
THE MANUAL TRAINING CLASS.
EJitor.
ROY HALL
1st. Assistant.
Clara Martin
2nd. Assistant
Clifton Downing
Reporters
All Students

THE

--

School Board

RECORD
SClittS
Ml
"Per Angusta, Ad Agusta"
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i
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Roy, Mora County, New Mexico, Saturday, iviAnun. oi
Hot to

.

F. A. Roy,

Chairman.

Remigio Lopez,
F. S. Brown,

Secretary.

Volume IV

Russell,
Clara. Rukskll,

Prin.
7 th and SthOrades.
6th and (1th Grades.

E.

Eugenia Roy,
Mary Waters

4 th

Orade

2nd and 3rd Grade

LORRINE LOW It Y

Dan Jenkivs
Myra DeFrees

L'nd

Primary

Number 14

1917

Clara Martin Was absert Mon

Member.

day.

Teachers
J.

Basket Ball

March, 31st, 1917

1st Primary

DOUBLEHEADER
We
z below a report of the attend
a nee in each room of the school,
for
each week, If you will watch this report you will be able to keep in close
touch with your school and as a rtbul
be more able to judge of Us present
and futu'-- j needs.

school Monday after a weeks absence.
Dont fail to attend the Basket
Ball games.

15

ing to sfhool.
To Butter Corn on the Ear.
with n strainer in Its bowl
!o hold butter lias been Invented to
jutter corn on the ear neatly.
A .spoon

March, 'Jürd 1917

Game Starts 2:00 Sharp

veryone Come

Hoy, New Mex.

admission Free

Dear Sia:
In reply to your favoa to
hand now, I will say that it is
to come to your
our purpose
place for a return uame Satur
day, March 31st. We thank you
ver.v much for the invitation to
come Friday, but we cant afford
to miss nil day Friday from
school. If we decido to come
Friday I'll let you know.
Very truly you:s,
J. Manlcy Morgan,
'

A now school board, or more
accurately A Board of Education
next Tuesday.
will be elected
C'laiulc

Bras-hea-

r

mut

visit to the town of Mills
Tuesday morning furnished the
family with a pleasant outing and incidentally gave am opportunity to see what is doing at
that lively burg. Manager C. A.
Smith, of the Wilson Store showed us the new Implement house
they have just built and the three
car loads of farm machinery they
have in it. Also the other big
warehouse they have built and
will use to store beans In this
A

S-- A.

Vhite

The Wilson Co. plans to
plant 500 or 600 acres of beans
this year on Company land besides a large acreage by their
tedants and ethers. We note
another fine new residence near- ing completion on "Company
Row" which will be occupied by
- - - "One of the boys" in the
fall.

The Sweetest Fairy Story Ever Told

M

D rama

better boy since
Lester
Mamma has come home.

ASSEMBLY HALL

is a

There were two very interesting Basket Bull games Tuesday
afternoon.

School btage.

It works splendidly

The tight Graders are still, look
ing white over their Examination

ON TO

Sl'IilMiER.

Hoy Hall was all dolled;

ap Mon-

spare.

March. 305

Now is the time(
campaign for morolo Roy.

to-

start

the-Hig-

School

The Mills Basket Ball girls gave
a dauce Tuesday- night March 27
which was a grand success. Several attended from here and all
report a fine time,
-

F. S. Mathawson, of Mills, R.
F. D. is a new addition to our
list of subscribers in the great
farming country north of town,.
He and his family were in town
Tuesday in. their auto shoppiiag.
An inspector was here this, week
inspecting lands for a Loan Co.
represented by the J. L. Hayes
Real Estate Co. A number of
applicants will get loans on their
homesteads.

Easter comes April 8th this
year. It is time now to get your
Easter Cards, Candies and Novelties. See thew on display now

near future.
' FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
A short call at the Developer at.
office where Mr. Albertson is very
busy keeping Mrs. A. at work
Agricultural Problem Solvcü.
and with Mrs. Harper at thé Post A close study of soils anil crops
office took all the time we had to shows that the relation is purely nat-

have

beta scared Monday.

Martin was busy 'last week
putting.
new curtain on. our
Mrv.

-

26

Springer, X. M,

Prairie Rose" have been, assigned the work of preparation
begun.
V have finished the reading,
of I)etuinte.v"s Joan of Arc.

day, he said he stopped. onthis way
Claude Brashes rs went home home that evening.
from School Monday to see that
the calves- which were out on the The Nint h Graders are raising
range did not die from the cold Corn in Agriculture., what wid
Julian Montoya ha'J quit com- they raise next?.

Hifch School

25
221

the class play "A

There was. several new pupils
Monday wasanother windy day.
enrolled ia tl.e various rooms
Monday morning.
Dont fail to see "Snow Whit""
Marie Cochrane returned to next Friday night.

"th and 8th Grade
5th and (th Grade
4th Grade
2nd and 3rd Grade
Second Primary
First Primary
Total

3d
:;o

im

RANK FOOLISHNESS.
You oesasiooally see it Btated that
colds do not result from cold weather.
That is rank foolishness. Were it true
colds would be as prevalent in midsummer as in midwinter. The microbe that
causes colds flourishes In damp' cold
weather. To get rid of a cold take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It is
effectual and is highly recommended
by people who have used it for many
yoars as occasion required, and know
its real value. Obtainable everywhere.

and

year.

-

J

ural, lu that crops showing a preference for a certain soil is duo entirely
to the demands of these crops for a
definite amount of water mid warmth,

Now that the black eye is quite
well again we can tell that Miss riant food is n secondary consideration, and us this can easily be supplied
Dorothy Gibbs met with an ae- - by man the problem la solved.
Basket Ball last
cident rh;-:- r
week.

